
What About Minnesota?
Last week we printed a letter from

the Minnesota Daily Worker representa-
tive in which he said, “Ireally believe we
shall make our quota ($750) this time.’*
Our records show, however, that NOT A
CENT has come from Minnesota for five
full days! Where is the activity that
Minnesota promised?

Daily Worker
Central Party U.S.A.

Jobless 10 Months, Sends $5
“Iam without any job since April of

last year and I am sorry ihat my contri-
bution cannot be many times this amount
($5). Will try to send you some more in
the near future. Our ‘Daily’ must go
ahead despite everything!”

—H. G., Los Angeles, Cal.
Have YOU done as much for the Daily

Worker?
(Section of the Communist International)
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Communists Call N. Y. Workers to Anti-Hitler Mass Meeting Sunday
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FORMED BY CENTRAL COMMITTEE
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY TO SAVE THE DAILY WORKER

Crisis More Severe Now Than Ever, Campaign Must Be Successfully Carried Through
COMRADES:

A point has been reached in the Daily
Worker financial drive where the Central
Committee of the Communist Party must
speak directly and openly to the Party mem-
bers and to all workers sympathetic to our
movement. The Daily Worker drive has now
been on for five weeks. The response has not,
and if it continues at the present rate, will not
solve the problems of our paper.

Until now, about SB,OOO has been raised —$8,000
out of the needed $35,000.

This means, comrades, that the crisis of the Daily
Worker is even more severe at this moment than it
was at the beginning of the drive. It means that the
very life of the “Daily”is in danger. We know that
many workers and even Party members have not real-
ized the seriousness of the situation with which the
Daily Worker is confronted.

Many comrades thought that this was just “an-
other drive.” They thought that, well, if the funds
are not raised somehow or other the Daily Worker
would continue. But unfortunately, comrades, this
is not the situation.

This is not just “another drive.” The outcome of
this drive will determine whether or not we are to
have the Daily Worker.

There is no other way by which the publication
of the paper can be continued except through the suc-
cessful conclusion of the present drive for funds, and
this drive must be concluded quickly. The need for

funds is urgent. It cannot be postponed while long
preparations are made. It must really be a drive that
reaches every sympathetic worker in the shortest
possible time.

Old debts had piled up to tremendous figures.
New deficits mount up daily. The response so far in
this drive has but littleexceeded the current deficit of
the “Daily”of about $1,200 a week. It is necessary,
therefore, that we secure the money at once, to meet
the extremely pressing demands of the many cred-
itors of the paper.

* * *

WE KNOW that the workers will respond to our
appeal if they only know the facts, if they realize

the seriousness of this situation. There are many
examples in the ten years’ history of the Daily
Worker when the workers have come to its rescue
with many thousands of dollars. We know they will
do it again. We have no lack of confidence in the
workers.

But now the urgent question is to make the
workers realize the seriousness of the position of the
“Daily.”

The Central Committee of the Party has decided
to directly take hold of the campaign for funds. A
special emergency committee representing the Cen-
tral Committee has been appointed. This committee,
composed of Comrades Robert Minor, William Weiner
and C. A. Hathaway, has been appointed to take direct
charge of the drive. This committee must raise the

urgently needed $35,000.
* * #

WE APPEAL to the leading Party comrades, in the
first place, to strengthen every phase of their

work, to reach the masses of workers with the appeal
of the Daily Worker.

We appeal to the individual Party members to
immediately raise the need of the “Daily”for funds
in their units, trade unions, clubs, fraternal organiza-

tions, etc.
We appeal to all workers to personally send in

their contributions to collect donations from their
friends and neighbors, to arrange house parties in
their homes for the benefit of the Daily Worker.

The next week must see a complete change in
the situation. The drive must be speeded up. All
the energies of the working class must be developed
to save their paper. The struggles of the present
moment make this necessary. We know the workers
willrespond.

EMERGENCY COMMITTEE OF THE
CENTRAL COMMITTEE TO SAVE

THE DAILY WORKER
ROBERT MINOR
WILLIAM WEINER
C. A. HATHAWAY.
* * *

Received yesterday $ 366.80
Total to date 7,995.03
Send all contributions immediately to the Daily

Worker, 50 East 13th Street, New York City.

Miami Shooting and the New
Drive of Reaction

r[E effort which we predicted, yesterday, to make use of the azssassina.
tion attempt at Miami as the basis for a savage reactionary drive

against the working class, has already begun.

The latest information fully confirms that the man ftccuted Os the
attempted murder has never had anything to do with the revolutionary

labor movement, but is among the most orthodox of members of the

Repifblican Party, a supporter and follower of none other than Herbert
Hoover.

Zangara not only was registered in the election lists of Hackensack,

N. J. as a member of the Republican Party, but in the fall of 1931 he

was also registered at an election in Los Angeles as a Republican who

had become a naturalized citizen at Paterson, N. J. It has also been ad-
mitted by the police and capitalist press that in 1931 Zangara voted a.
Hackensack, N. J., as a Republican in the Republican primaries.

But the capitalist prostitute press defes not hesitate, for all that, to
publish scare headlines about “red fired at Roosevelt,” and "Roosevelt
death planned by reds.” This sort of prostitute journalism and lying,

circulating in tens of millions of copies of the gutter press, is intended
to saturate the minds of the working class with the supposedly ineradi-
cable association of political assassination with the revolutionary move-

ment, as the method by which revolution is supposed to be accomplished.

Os course, if the capitalist press could succeed in establishing i? the mind
or the working class that such is the method of revolution—then the en-
ergies which must be given to the building up of a revolutionary mass
movement, the winning of the majority of the working class, supported

by the decisive masses of the population for the liberation of the Amer-

ican people from Wall Street dictatorship, would be diverted and frittered

away in morbid and essentially petty-bourgeois non-revolutionary dreams
and futile gestures.

The effort to establish such policies in the minds of the masses, as

the policies of “revolution” and of the “reds,” is consistently pursued by

the police and the capitalist press. When it appears screamingly incon-

sistent, as in the case of the alleged assassination attempt by the Repub-

lican Zangara, the gutter press attempts to explain away the inconsistency

with such nonsense as the following:

“But Zanrara admitted, if he had thought about it at all he
probably would have espoused the red cau'e even though he insisted

he was not affil'afed with any radical or anarchist organization, and

that he planned she killing by himself.”!!!
* • »

BUT the ugly teeth of reaction are shown in a whole series of actions

that are now beginning.

j. Efforts to revive the Dies Bill for the deportation of foreign bom

workers, which had already passed the House of Representatives, but had

been held up in the Senate because of a flood of protests against this
savage fascist project, has been undertaken. The unspeakable Ham-

ilton Fish and other reactionists are now foaming at the mouth in the

effort to put through this bill before the end or the lame duck congress.

A bill against which Vice-President Curtis has admitted he has received

a tremendous flood of protests from all over the country.

2. The House Committee has reported out, by a vote or 9 to 4, the

Eslick Bill—by which heavy penalties as high as SIO,OOO fines and ten
year sentences in prison, would be dealt out to any worker —native or
foreign born holding revolutionary political opinions, or advocating the
rejection of the Wall Street form of capitalist dictatorship.

* * «

F' is for the purpose of helping to put over such reactionary measures,

in connection, as we said yesterday, with the drive for cutting wages

in American industry and defeating the movement for Unemployment In-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE FIVE)

I CITY EVENTS
WE INSTOCK SPEAKS; PRES. GREEN CHALLENGED

Louis Welnstock, national secretary and Rob Robbins, secretary of the

New York A.F.L. Trade Union Committee for Unemployment Insurance

and Relief, speak at symposium on A.F.L. Insurance Scheme as against
Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill. Green, Sullivan, and Senators

Byrne and Mastick are challenged to appear and defend their position,
today, at 2 p.m., at Stuyvesant High School, 15th Street and First Avenue.

» • •

MINOR ON TECHNOCRACY AT WORKERS SCHOOL FORUM
Robert Minor, of the Central Committee of the Communist Party,

will speak on Technocracy, Fascism and Revolution, at Workers School
Forum, 35 East 12th Street, second floor, Sunday, at 8 p.m. General
admission, 25 cents. Workers school students, 20 cents with student card.

• • •

CONFERENCES ON PLANS TO SAVE DAILY W'ORKER
District Office of Communist Party urges workers’ organizations not

yet electing delegates to Daily Worker Conferences to send their secre-

taries. Conference of all Brooklyn organizations tomorrow at 10:30 a.m.
at Manhattan Lyceum. All Manhattan organizations. '. :30 p.m. Monday.
Bronx organizations, 3:30 p.m., Tuesday, at 801 Prospect Avenue.

Weinstein Case To
Jury Monday; Fill
Bronx Courtroom!

Defense Blasts Hired
Liar Used by the

Prosecution
NEW YORK.—The fate of Sam

Weinstein, militant strike leader and
ex-serviceman framed on charges of
second degree assault and man-
slaughter, goes into the hands of the
jury Monday morning after the de-
fense and prosecutions rested their
cases yesterday at the close of the
fourth day of the trial in the Bronx
County Court.

In a fiery and dramatic summa-
tion, Joseph Brodsky, International
Labor Defense Attorney, proved to the
court and the workers present that
the witnesses for the police and
bosses did not identify Sam Wein-
stein as the man who committed the
attack which they try to pin on Wein-
stein, that W'einstein was in Brooklyn
when the assault occurred, ahd that
Weinstein was being railroaded to Jail
because of his militant leadership of
the strike against the Muskin Manu-
facturing Co.

Brodsky shattered the testimony of
Harry Weisglass, scab in the Muskin
strike, who together with his wife
were attacked at 6:30 a. m. last July

19th, his wife dying a short time later.
“Wiesglass feels somebody should

(CONTINUED ON PAGE FIVE)

PAINTERS WIN
2 MORE STRKES

Alteration Union Gives
Fact on Disputed Job

NEW YORK.—Local 2 and Local
4 of the Alteration Painters led short

strikes against Phil Forman of
Brownsville and Wunch of Manhat-
tan. and have just won two more
strikes. The bosses agree to all de-
mands, including recognition of the
shop committee.

Bronx local of the Alteration
Painters calls attention of all paint-
ers to the fact that the job at 1463
Townsend Ave. is done by a boss,
Steinberg and Freichstag, who has
settled with the Alteration Painters.
Attempts of the Brotherhood officials
to claim this as their job and to
persuade Brotherhood members to
attack members of the Alteration
Painters are attempts to mislead the
Brotherhood members. The fact that
previously a contractor signed with
the Brotherhood had this Job and
then gave it up, does not alter the
situation.

An Offer of Solidarity
The Alteration Painters repeats to

the Brotherhood workers who were
on the job previously that they can
work on the job if they want to, and
will not be forced to join the Altera-
tion Painters. A shop committee will
be elected consisting of Brotherhood
and Alteration Painters Union mem-
bers, working for Steinberg and
Freichstag. The Alteration Painters

is not interested in driving Broth-
erhood men out of work, but in
maintaining conditions on the job.

Murder of Seamen by Dutch Imperialists

: * •
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Radio Picture Showing Aerial Bombing of Native and European
Seamen of the Dutch warship "Dc Zeven Provincien” as Dutch Gov-
ernment tries to drown In blood the struggles of the seamen against
a wage cut of ten per cent for European seamen and 17 per cent for
native seamen. Twenty-two men were killed and scores badly
wounded by the bombing. The government is now threatening to
murder the remaining mutineers through court martial. This picture
was telephoned by new process from Batava, Java, to Amsterdam,
then rc-telephoned to London when it was transmitted by radio to
New York.

Demonstrate Today
at 11 A. M. to Save

the Dutch Sailors!
NEW YORK.—AII demonstrate

today at 11 a. m. before the Dutch
consulate at 17 Battery Place to
save the lives of over a hundred

I Javanese and Dutch sailors of the
cruiser De Zcven Provincien. These
seamen revolted against the op-
pression of imperialist officers and
intollerable treatment and put up
a gallant struggle until a score of
them were killed by attack from
the air, against which they had no
defense. They may be courtmar-
tialcd and executed.

The Anti-Imperialist League has
received back a registered letter to
the Dutch consul, announcing that
a delegation would see him from
the demonstration. The consul
sired away from the letter and
refused to receive it when he saw
the return address. But the com-
mitter will go in.

Besides the Anti-Imperialist
I.eaguc, the Marine Workers In-
dustrial Union, and the Workers
Ex-Servicemen’s League are prom-
inent in rallying support for the
endangered Dutch sailors.

All militant workers’ organiza-

tions endorse the demonstration.

Radio City Ballet
Girls Block Wage Cut

NEW YORK. The Radio City
Music Hall cut the salary of thirty
ballet girls $5 each, Wednesday. They
refused to go on with the perform-
ance and rehearsals, and forced the
management to withdraw the wage
cut.

In the same theatre forty Roxy-
ettes, dancers, received a $lO wage
cut and made no united protest. The
wage cut stood.

The company advertises they take
in $171,000 weekly and have expenses
of SIOO,OOO, a profit big enough to
pay wages.

SPIRIT OF REVOLT
SWEEPS JL INDIES
Dutch Workers Hail

News of Mutiny
MONTREAL, Canada, Feb. 17.

A spirit of revolt is sweeping the East
Indies, R. J. Fleming, rubber broker
of Singapore, warned Canadian cap-
italists today, on the basis of “grow-
ing nationalism, together with grow-
ing despair at the economic de-
pression.” The mutiny in the Dutch
East Indies squadron is a manifesta-
tion of the mass upsurge, which is
occurring not only in the DutclVlcol-
cnies, but also in the British East
Indies and French Indo-China, he
said.

Workers Welcome Mutiny
AMSTERDAM, Holland, (By Mail).

—The revolutionary workers of Hol-
land have welcomed the news of the
mutiny on board the Dutch warship
“De Zeven Provincien’’ with great
enthusiasm. Tire Communist daily
newspaper "Tribune" was the first on
the streets with the news, and is-
sued a special edition which sold like
hot cakes. The news was hailed by
many spontaneous meetings and the
blocking of traffic.

The "Tribune" compared the ac-
tion of the Indonesian sailors with
the glorious example of the men of
the Russian (Tsarist) cruiser "Potem-
kin" and declared that the period of
the partial stabilization of capitalism
is now passed and that the Indonesian
People are again moving forward into
action against Dutch imperialist op-
pression. Itcalled for a joint struggle
of the Dutch working-class and the
Indonesian masses and appealed in
particular to the Dutch sailors and
soldiers to Join with their fellow
workers against the capitalist ex-
ploiters.

BELGIAN CABINET OUT

BRUSSELS, Belgium, Feb. 15.

The Government of Premier Dc Bro-
queville resigned today

Defend American Shoe
Strikers from Raids
and Terror Attempts

NEW' YORK. The Shoe and

Leather W'orkers Industrial Union

calls all to help picket and to support

the strike at American Shoe Co., 176
Livingston St., Brooklyn.

The bosses have agents In the

ranks of the strikers trying to create
confusion, and also are applying di-
rect terror. Thursday four detectives
raided the strike headquarters.

Production in the shop is crippled
and with mass support the strike can
be won. All picket Monday morning i
at 6:30. The strike is near Boro Hall ;
subway station.

The Italian department oi the
union invites all, Italian speaking
or otherwise, to an affair tonight at
6:30 p. m. at 31 Second Street, Man-
hattan. The Italian druDbt’e c'”b
will give a play. Admission 25 cents,
for strike support. I

Hathaway to
Speak; Fight
Fascist Rule

NEW YORK—“New York workers:
Show your solidarity with the Ger-
man workers united mass fighting
front against the fascist government j
of the bloody assassin Hitler.” Fight

the Hitler fascist terror! Hall the
united mass fighting of the German
workers against fascism and capi-!
talism. led by the heroie Communist
Party,” reads..the call of Sections 2
and 4 of the Communist Party rally-
ing all workers to the huge mass
meeting on the German situation to-
morrow, Sunday, 2 p. m. at the Cen-
tral Opera Honse, 61th St. between
2nd and 3rd Aves.

C. A. Hathaway, New York d'strict
organizer of the Communist Party,
will be the principal speaker. He will
analyse the significance of the Ger-
man events, the role of the Hitler
regime, and the Social Democratic
leaders, the chief reserve of Fascism,

and the rising revolutionary tide of
united mass struggle of the social
democratic, free trade union and
Communist workers against Fascism,

hunger, war and capitalism under
the leadership of the German Com-
munist Party.

Ben Gold, leader of the fighting
Needle Trades Workers Industrial
Union, now engaged in a sweeping
wave of militant strikes, will be
chairman. All workers, irrespective
of political opinion or affiliation, are
urged to come early as the meeting
will start promptly at 2:30 p. m.

NEW YORK.—In addition to the
main mass meeting at the Central
Opera House, there will be three
other Anti-Hitler mass meetings
tomorrow. One is at BrownsvUle
Workers Center, 1813 Pitkin Ave., at
8 p. m., Amter speaker. Another is at
2 p. m. Sunday, in Union Workers
Center, 801 Prospect Ave., Bronx.
The third is at 15 E. Third St., at 8

[ p. m.
» * *

LONDON, Feb. 11.—Adolph Hit-
ler, German Chancellor and leader
of the bloody bands of Fascism,
plans to visit Benito Mussolini,
Fascist Premier of Italy, after the
German elections March 5. it was
learned today. They will secretly
discuss the possibility of a Europ-
ean war alliance between Italy,
Germany and Hungary.

• •
•

BERLIN. Feb. 17.—The police sup-
pressed the bourgeois democratic
evening newspaper "Tempo” yester-
day for 7 days, alleging unfounded
alarmism respecting the state of the
stock exchange.

The Communist daily "Klassen-
kampf’ of Halle was suppressed to-
gether with various other Communist
and Socialist dallies, including the
organ of the Socialist Workers Party.
The Communist dailies in the Ruhr,
the "Scho” of Essen and “Freiheit"
of Duesssldorf, which were suppressed
for the whole of February, were, how-

i ever, allowed to appear again today.

“U.S. Ripe for Fascism ”

Hitler Agent Here Boasts
Only ‘‘The Damn Communists” Interfere With
Program of New York’s Brown House Gang

NEIV Y'ORK.—Trouble is brewing at 309 East 92nd Street—headquar-
ters of the German Fascists.

One can feel it in the atmosphere of the headquarters. The hum of
activity is pregnant with the terrorism for which Hitler stands. Fascist
zealots rush in and out, tending to their business so briskly it is impossible

r ¦ - ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦" ——¦ - ¦ —— ¦ -

carry on his activity; sure, the Uniteu
States authorities knew he was a
Fascist propagandist, but they saw no
reason to hold that against him.

“You know',” I was told by Manger,
“the United States is a fertile field
for Fascism. Things are just ripe
for it. If only I had better facili-
ties Icould carry on propaganda on a
vast scale throughout this country!
And if it weren’t for those damn
Communists I would have been able
to get thousands of more followers in
New York City.”

Who Pays?
Manger virtually vomitted these

words at me with a German accent
and Fascist manner that made me

| think that I was listening to Hitler
| himself at his notorious "Brown
House” headquarters in Munich or his
quarters in the Vosstrasse of Berlin.
For not only did Manger seem the
embodiment of Hitler but the head-
quarters in which he talked was not
unlike th i Berlin headquarters of the
Nazis.

While the New York headquarters
are not as impressive as that in Ber-
lin both have much in common. A
black swastika and the cabalistic let-
tering N. S. D. A. P., symols of the
Hitler movement, are boldly painted
on the door and windows. Inside are
more swastikas and black eagles. Pic-
tures of Hitler, with his Charlie
Chaplin mustache, are pasted all over
the walls. Bundles of propaganda lie
around. The stilted, officious man-
ners of Manger and the other Fas-
cists suggest Hitler's lackeys. Ap-
parently no expense has been shared
to fit it out, though where the money
came from Manger hesitated to tell
me.

Demonstrate Sunday against these
Fascist plots! All *t Central Opera
House, 2.30 p. m

ATTACK 6,000
JOBLESS IN
SEATTLE, WN.
Sheriffs, Police Use

Fire Hose, Clubs,
Revolver Butts

DEMONSTRATORS RALLY

Hunger March on State
Capitol, March 1

NEW YORK.—AII functionaries of
local unemployed councils are called
to meet Monday at 2:30 p. m. at
Irving Plaza Hall, to work out details
for the March 4 demonstration here,
and for the participation of house
and block committees and other un-
employed groups in the preparations
for the State Conference on I'nem-
raployment Insurance, and. Relief.
Certain other organization matters
wUI be taken up. The full bureau of
each council and all active members
of house and block committees arc
expeeted to be present. The meeting
is called by the Unemployed Council

| of Greater New York. The place was
originally announced for another
hall, but has been changed to Irving
Plaza Hall.

• • *

SEATTLE, Feb. 17.—A gang of
deputy sheriffs, hundreds of city
policemen and the fire department
made a vicious assault with clubs
blackjacks, revolver butts and streams
of water from high-pressure hose
upon the more than 6,000 unemployed
workers who for two days had oc-
cupied the City-County building and

j drove them into the street.
When it was seen that it was im-

possible to stay in the building Will-
iam Dobbins, president tfl the Cen-
tral Federation of Unemployed Citi-
zens’ Leagues, announced that head-

; quarters be established in a nearby
| building. In spite of the violence of
the authorities 'the ranks of the un-

I employed held solidly and the mass
struggle will go on to defeat the hun-

i ger drive of the bosses and their poli-
tical lackeys.

Dobbins is the newly elected presi-
dent of the Central Federation, tak-
ing the place of Phil Pearl, who re-
signed, along with Hulett M. Wells,
who also resigned as member of the
executive board. These weak-kneed
individuals had tried to prevent any
effective mass struggles by pursuing
a passive policy and of endless nego-
tiations with the authorities, while
the masses starved. The rank and
file revolt led these people to resign
and in place of passivity there is now
a definite upsurge of militant action.

The whole working class of Seattle
and surrounding towns is thoroughly
aroused. The workers had assembled

; and occupied the building and
| threatened to remain until the court
authorities granted their demands for
relief. Many workers from other
parts of the state are still pouring
into Seattle. Reports from all over
the state indicate that tens of thous-
ands will converge on the capitol,

: Olympia, on March Ist, to present
demands to the state legislature and
the governor.

March 4th, inauguration day, when

I (CONTINUED ON PAGE FIVE)

SEVENTHFOLTIS-
FISCHER PLACE

IS ON STRIKE
NEW YORK.—The Foltis-Fischei

strike sweeps on. the latest store to
come out being the one at Courtland
and Church St., yesterday. There
are now seven cafeterias of this chain
on strike.

All seven places are picketed daily,
and the strikers and Food Workers
Industrial Union urge all workers to
show solidarity.

The strike committee met again
Thursday night, and added, on sug-
gestion of the workers, certain new
demands. They are for free laundry
of the girls’ uniforms, eight hours
work within nine hours (one hour
for meals and rest) for the girls, and
sanitary lockers and rest rooms for
all workers.
These demands add to the previous
demands for: reinstatement of all
laid off: flat 25 per cent wage ln-

! crease: return of money taken from
the workers for Foltis-Fischer stock,
no discrimination for union member-
ship: recognition of shop committees
and ten hour day.

General Strike Nears.
All these demands are proposed to

all Foltis-Fischer workers as the basis
for discussion, and for a general
strike in the whole chain. (

The union leaflets also urge further
spreading of the strike.

Police attacks continue, F. W. I. U.
Organizer Sam Kramburg was arrest-
ed yesterday lor demanding that
police not Interfere with the right
to picket at Courtland and Churcn.
He was released. Picketing went on.

Pete Petro, a picket, was arrested
at the 43rd and Sixth Ave. place,
charged with "obstructing trafllo.”
The union attorney defends iuia.

to catch their words, to observe theirs
actions carefully. Rarely does anyone
speak aloud. Conversation is carried
on almost entirely in whispers. A
stranger who enters the headquarters
is viewed with great suspicion until he
convinces everyone that he’s "a
friend.”

•‘Ought Not To Ask”
Even a capitalist press reporter— i

which I pretended to be so as to gain
admission —is not entirely free to go
about and do as he chooses while
within the headquarters. I'was under
constant surveillance. I received
blunt stares in answer to my per-
tinent questions. At the best I would
be told, after asking something par- j
ticularly embarassing that T ‘‘ought j
to know better than to ask such ques-1
tions.” On interviewing some of the |
Hitlerites standing in front of the
headquarters as though on guard, I
was informed that X “had better not
make “unhealthy” inquiries. Only
when I asked harmless questions, just

as a capitalist reporter does, did I get
any answers.

In fact, I was deluged with verbal
propaganda. The Hitlerites were
generous enough with that. I was
expected to believe that Hitler was a j
twentieth century Messiah, that all
Jews should be wiped off the face of j
the earth, that Hitler was not res-
ponsible for the terrorization of Ger-
man workers, that Fascism would
bring the United States out of the
crisis.

Would Faecize U. S.
In charge was Paul Manger, who

fanatically declared that he bell' ved
"in everything that Hitler believes
in,” especially "loyalty to all things

German." He minced no words so
far as that was concerned. And he
was quick to inform me that he had
taken out first American naturaliza-
tion papers; he had every right to 1
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SOKAL CAEFTERIA—I6B9 Pitkin Avenue
PITKIN

”

—l7Bl Pitkin Avenue
GLOBE ”

457 Sutter Avenue
will strive to give the workers of
Brownsville and East Now York
the finest of foods at the most
reasonable prices.

We Ask Your Continued Patronage

To Brownsville Workers!

The PARKWAY CAFETERIA
1638 PITKIN AVENUE
(NEAR BRISTOL STREET'

Continues as usual serving the same
high-grade foods at unusually low prices.

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
Lowest of Prices Best of Foods

WHAT’S ON"

IMPORTANT NOTE: In
view of the critical financial
situation in the Daily Worker,
organizations are urgently
'asked to enclose money, at the
rate of one cent a word per in-
sertion, with announcements.

Saturday
(Manhattan)

OFFICE WORKERS UNION hold Its Fifth
Annual Dance tonight at New Harlem Ca-
sino, 100 West 116th St. Popular Negro jazz
band, entertainment and refreshments. Ad-
mission at door 40C. In advance 35c.

JOHN REED CLUB—Party and D . ice. 450
Sixth Ave., near 11th St. ‘Black ano.
White” Orchestra, mass singing, entertain-j
ment-refreshments. Subscription 25 cents; ;

DANCE-ENTERTAINMENT given for the;
benefit of the Daily Worker Saturday night
at 8:30 p.m. at 55 West 19th St. Adm. 20c.
Refreshments.

VETCHBRINKA ENTERTAINMENT. Sal.
night at ARTFF CENTER, S E. 18th St.
Fine program including refreshments. Adm.
-10c. Proceeds Daily Worker. Auspices of
Artef Club and Players.

DANCE-ENTERTAINMENT given by Neck-
wear Social and Athletic Club, Saturday
night at Irving Plaza, 15th St., and Irving
PI." Admission 35c.

CONCERT given by Dressmakers Defense
Committee of the Industrial Union, Sat.
night at 8 p.m. at Labor Temple, 14th St.
and Second Ave. Splendid program being
arranged including New Dance Group and
Eugene Nigob, pianist. Admission 35 cents.

AGITPROP VALENTINEPARTY at Work-
ers Laboratory Theatre of WIR, 42 East j
12th St., Saturday night. Three new play.-; j

revolutionary poems, revolutionary songs
and dancing to good jazz band. Refresh-
ments. Admission 25c.

SOCIAL given by Tom Mooney Branch, !
ILD at 818 Broadway near 11th St Ad- |
mission 15 cents; 3 p.m.

DANCE - ENTERTAINMENT of American!
Youth Federation. 122 Second Ave.. at 8:30
p.m. Jazz orchestra. Admission 25 cents; j

W.I.K. BAND plays for workers mass
meetings, demonstrations, affairs. Organ-
izations communicate with I. Rosen, 1322
Fifth Ave. Tel. 1-221* at least two weeks
in advance to make arrangements.

ENTERTAINMENT-DANCE given by Har-
lem Workers Center, 650 Lenox Ave., to-
night at 8:30 pm. Open Forum Sunday
night. Speaker: Sadie Van Veen.

BALL-ENTERTAINMENT of Harlem Prog.
Youth Club, 1538 Madison Ave. tonight at
8:30 p.m. Negro jazz band.

DANCE-ENTERTAINMENT given by the j
Steve Katovls Br, ILD Saturday night at j
15 East Third St. Admission 20 cents.

PARTY given by Downtown Branch FSU
at 216 Sag 14th St., at 9 p.m. Admission
25 cents. Refreshments

MARINE WORKERS VOICE DANCE o-
night at International Seamens Club, 140
Bread St Hat check 25 cents. Refresh-
ments, restaurant in club. Directions: All
"L” and subway trains to South Ferry
i Whitehall St. t. Broadway street car line
to Sou h Ferry; walk two blocks from
Whf.teHc.il on South Si., to Broad St., turn
left. Club located South and Broad.

FRIENDS OF 'WORKERS SCHOOL MEET-
ING Ws afternoon at 3 p.m, at 35 E. 12th
St. Third floor.

D’SJBATE—"Is the Soviet System Appli-
U. S.” Yes—S. Sklaroff. No—

Richer a Boyajian. Midtown Social Center.
101 WoW tint.. St . corner gth Ave., at 3 p.m.
Refreshments. Admission 15 cents. Lec-
tureheid here- every day in the week.

AN INVITATIONto workers organizations
—ThM John Reed Club, 450 Sixth Ave., in-

vites workers’ organizations to visit its ex-
hibition, ‘‘The Social Viewpoint In Art,” in
a UCdy. An artist member of club will
be present to conduct visitors and discuss
exhibition which contains 200 works. Or-
ganizations rite to M. Colman, John Reed
Club. Exhibition open until March 4. Five
cents admission to employed workers who
come with their organization; unemployed
admitted free.

NEAT RAPID TYPIST WANTED FOR ONE
)U TWO KoritS SPECIAL WORK DURING
HAY. AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR
STRUGGLE AGAINST WAR ROOM 1811—
104 FIFTH AVE.

( Bronx)
OPENING Brock Ave. Workers Club, 489

E. 169th St., near Third Ave., tonight at 8
p.m. Proceeds to Daily Worker Enter-
tainment-concert. All workers Invited. Ad-
mission 15 cents.

CONCERT-DANCE given by the Prospect
Workers Center, 1157 Southern Blvd. to-
night at 8 p.m. Unusually good program and
good band.

CONCERT-DANCE for the Italian Com-
munist Pape:- L’Unita Operala tonight at
CSB E. 188th St., arranged by Units 10, 16,
17 and 22 of Section 15 and Bronx Italian
Center. Workers of Bronx are called upon
to support the only Italian Communist
paper in the U. S.

WEINSTEIN MASS MEETING Saturday
night at 8:30 p.m. at 4215 Third Ave. near
Tremont Ave., Bronx. All workers invited
and bring friends. Auspices Cliff James
Branch ILD.

DANCE-ENTERTAINMENT given by the
Bronx Hungarian Workers Club, 569 Pros-
pect Ave. tonight. Admission 25 cents with
this ad.

a « *

(Brooklyn )
CONCERT-VETCHERINKA given by Unit

9, Section 8, tonight at 771 Sackman St.
(near New Lots Ave.). Admission 20 cents.

MARIONETTE THEATRE—first showing
tonight at Hinsdale Workers Youth Club,
313 Hinsdale St., at 8:30 p.m. Dancing
Sunday night at same address.

• • •

Sunday
(Manhattan)

JOHN HEED CLUB FORUM—Sunday aft-
ernoon at 2:30 at club headquarters, 450
Sixth Ave. .Speaker: Jacob Burck on “The
Class Struggle in Art—Toward a New Art.”
Illustrated. Admission 25 cents.

Lecture in French under the auspices'of
“Clarte” French Workers Club on Subject:
•‘Unemployment and Health.” Speaker: Dr.
Liber at 1931 Broadway (65th St.), room
215. Movie entrance. Admission free; 3
p.m. sharp.

ENTERTAINMENT-DANCE for benefit of
Daily Worker, Sunday evening, beginning 6
p.m. at Ukrainian Workers Hall, 66 E. 4th
St. Auspices Units 10, 12 of Section 1. Ad-
mission 35 cents. Grand time promised.
Come early and bring friends.

Affair given by Japanese Workers Club
at 83 E. 10th St. tonight at 8 p. m. Jap-
anese Musical Play and American Play.
Admission 15c.

FIRST LECTURE on “Marxism” by V.
Jerome this afternoon at 1:30 p.m. at Work-
ers Center, 96 Avenue C. All workers in-
vited. All functionaries and fraction sec-
retaries of Seetion 1 must attend,

SYMPOSIUM—“The Materialist Approach
to Literature” —questions-discussion, Sunday
night at American Youth Federation, 122
Second Ave Admission free.

LECTURE by Paul Keller tonight at 3
p.ip. at Steve Katovls Br. ILD, 15 E. Third
St. Open Forum. Subject: “The German
Situation.” Free

FORUM of Harlem Progressive Youth
Club, 1538 Madison Ave., at 2:30 p.m. Sub-
ject: “Block Committees and Struggles ior
Relief.” Speaker: Henry Shepard, organ-
izer of Harlem Unemployed Council. Ad-
mission free.

MEETING of Turkish Workers Club this
afternoon at 3 p.m. at 269 West 25th St.
All Turkish speaking workers invited.

LECTURE by Robert Minor tonight at the
Workers School Forum, 35 E. 12th Bt. Sub-
ject: ‘‘Technocracy, Fascism and Revolu-
tion.” Admission 25 cents; 8 p.m.

OPEN FORUM this afternoon at 2:30 p.m.
sit Labor Temple, 243 E 84th St. Subject:
“Technocracy What 18 it?” Speaker: D.
Rossman. Admission free. Discussion-
questions. All workers welcome. Auspices
Yorkville Workers Club.

LECTURE by Michael Gold tonight at
Revolutionary Writers Federation, 114 West
21st St. at Bp.tn. Admission 15 cents.
Subject: “The Bourgeoisie and Culture.”

LECTURE by A. B. Magtl of Daily Worker
staff this afternoon at 3 p.m. at Tom
Mooney Branch ILD. 818 Broadway. Ad-
mission free. Subject: “The Role of the
Revolutionary Press in the C Ja *» Struggle.”

CONFERENCE of Workers Theatres today
at 12 noon at Workers Cehter. 35 E. 12th
Ht.

HIKE of Nature Friends to Saxon Woods.
Meet Easi 180th St. station, Lexington Ave.
subway, 8:30 a.m. Fare 70 cents. Leader: j
Ruth M&ttbes.

HIKE of Nature Friends to Hilburn -Torn
Mt. Meet Erie Ferry, Chambers St.. 7 a.m.
Furo $1.30. Leader Ad. Matthe*. Five to six |
tours walking. i

New Group Forms to
Aid Workers School

NEW YORK.—A group of workers
and students met last Saturday
afternoon at the Workers School to
form an organization that'Will unite
with the Workers School to insure
the continued existence of the school
and also help expand the scope of
its present work.

This group, called “The Friends of
the Workers School,” will meet Sat-
urday, February 15, at 35 East 12th
Street, on the third floor, at 3 p.m.,
and begin with the help of all work-
ers and students interested, to plan j
ways and means for the Workers j
School to become a more powerful
weapon

BREAK OFF FUR
NEGOTIATIONS

NEW YORK. Negotiations be-
tween the Needle Trades Workers’
Industrial Union fur department and
the large Fur Manufacturers Associa-
tion have broken off, on three main
points. They are:unemployment in-
surance paid for by the employers
and administered by the workers,
which the union demands; equal di-
vision of work, which the union de-
mands, and an “impartial chairman”
which the bosses demand.

A full report on the situation will
be made at the meeting today of all
shop delegates, at 1 p. m. at Webster
Hall.

The Fur Traaq Board of the N.
T. W. I. U. met yesterday and as- .
signed all its members to particular j
buildigs.to mobilize workers, hold
building meetings, and watch events, j
Tuesday a general membership meet- j
ing of the fur workers will further i
mobilize to give the proper answer '
to the fur bosses.

HIKE of Followers of Nature to Silver
lake, Staten Island. Meet at South Ferry '
10:30 a.m. sharp.

SPECIAL MEETING of Peoples Committee
Against Discrimination in Harlem Hospital, 1
Feb. 22nd, at Lafayette Hall, 165 West
131st St., at 8 p.m. Public invited. Ad-
mission free.

(Bronx)
MASS MEETING on German Situation. !

Speaker: Harry M. Wicks of Daily Worker !
Staff. Union Workers Center, 801 Prospect
Ave., 2 p.m. Arranged by Section 5, C.P. !

LECTURE on “Will War Bring Back Pros-
perity,” by A1 Schalk tonight at 8 p.m. at

Pelham Parkway Workers Club, 2128 Couger
Ave., near Lydig Ave. Admission free.

PANCAKE PARTY given by Nat Turner
Branch. 490 E. 171st St., Apt. 5-A at 4 p.m.
this afternoon. Dancing. Admission free.

LECTURE at Bronx Workers Club. 1610 !
Boston Road tonight at 8:30 p.m. Subject: j
“Higher Phases of Struggle for Scottsboro :
Boys.' Speaker: Charles Alexander.

SYMPOSIUM-EXPOSE on Misery Among j
Working Class Children this afternoon at

2:30 p.m. a» Llsmere Hall, 384 East 170th
St. Admission 25 cents. Speakers: Alfred
Wagenknecht, Carl Winter, Dr. Paul Lut-
tinger. Dr. Samuel A. Tannenbaum. Chair-
man, Dr. H. Slatkin. Auspices, Bronx Med-
ical Aid Unit of WIR, 146 Fifth Ave. Chalk
talk by J. R. C.

DANCE TONIGHT at Bronx Hungarian
Workers Club, 569 Prospect Ave. Arranged
by Bronx Hungarian Sport Club. Admission
20 cents.

DANCE-THEATRE night at Harlem Prog.
Youth Club. 3538 Madison Ave. tonight at
8 p.m. Admission 20 cents.

(Brooklyn)
BANQUET-ENTERTAINMENT for Daily

Worker tonight at 8 p.m. at Workers Center.
118-29 Liberty Ave. Speakers and enter-

tainment. Admission 25 cents. Bring your
friends and assist Jamaica Branch to keep
the Daily Worker in the forefront of the
struggles of the masses.

PANCAKE PARTY and Entertainment to-
night at 8 p.m. at East Flatbush Schule.
1163 Lenox Road. Admission 15 cents.

Auspices Unit 2, Section 3, C. P.
FIRST SOVIET INITIATION of WIR Pio-

neer Troop in Brownsville and Grand Con-
cert today at 3 p.m. at 1813 Pitkin Ave.
Fine program. Admission 25c; children sc.

LECTURE on “What is the Future of the
American Youth?” Speaker: Irving Her-
man—Dist. Org. Young Communist League,
608 Cleveland St., East N. Y., Brooklyn.
Admission 15c. With announcement 10c.
Auspices E.N.Y. Y.C.L., 8 p.m. sharp.

LECTURE by I. Jacobson on “World Cri-
sis and International Political Situation.”
tonight at 8 p.m. at Williamsburgh Workers
Club. 43 Manhattan Ave.

LECTURE on “End of Capitalist Stabili-
ration,” at 2709 Mermaid Ave. Speaker:
Comrade Taft. Auspices Womens Council 5.

LECTURE on “The Changing Family Life
in Soviet Union and U. S. at 464 Bristol
St. Speaker: Lattinsky. Auspices Womens
Council 41.

FAREWELL PARTY for Comrade Stlris
going to Soviet Union at 1109 45th St..
Brooklyn. Arranged by Womens Council 25.

Monday
LAST MEETING of ILD Bazaar Commit-

tee Monday, Feb. 20th at 8 p.m. at Man-
hattan Lyceum, 66 E. Fourth St. Import-
art. All delegates come.

LECTURE by Max Bedacht, Monday, Feb.
20th in Auditorium, Bronx Cooperative, 2700
Bronx Park East. 8:30 p.m. Subject: Sit-
uation in Germany and Prospects. Admis-
sion 15 cents.

BAIL ROOM AND MEET-
ING ROOM WITH STAGE

rapacity 400 SATURDAYS $20.09
SFF. COMRADE GROSS AT BAR.

Bronx Workers Center
569 PROSPECT AVENUE

Brooklyn

AVALON Cafeteria
1610 KINGS HIGHWAY

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
DEWEY 9-0512 “RENDEZVOUS”

USE MIAMICASE
AS EXCUSE FOR

ANTI-LABORDRIVE
Wall St. Gov’t Tries to

Rush Thru Vicious
Dies, Eslick Bills

WASHINGTON, Feb. 17—The Wall
Street hunger government has start-
ed a new drive against the working
class on the basis of the attack by
a demented man on a group sur-
rounding President-elect Roosevelt
at Miami, Wednesday evening.

Although the newspapers are forc-
ed reluctantly to admit that the
would-be assassin had never had any
connection with any revolutionary
working class movements and could
not in any way be identified with
“red" activities, the house and se-
nate yesterday witnessed a continu-
ous barrage of slanders and provo-
cations against the working class and
its revolutionary vanguard, the Com-
munist Party.

Hamilton Fish, the New York con-
gressman who first came into promi-
nence as a red baiter as head of a
congressional committee investigat-
ing “Communist activities" through-
out the country and who was an ac-
complice in the peddling of the no-
torious Whalen forgeries, seized upon
the events at Miami to launch into
one of his customary tirades against
labor. Others backed him in his cru-
sade and there is the gravest dan-
ger that the vicious Dies bill which
is directed against foreign-born
workers and which paves the way
for registering and fingerprinting all
workers will be passed by the senate.
It passed the house on June 6th last
year, but has been held up in the
senate because of the nation-wide
protest of the workers. It has been
reported out by the senate immigra-
tion committee and members of the
senate are trying to get it on the
floor for passage. Fish also called
for the immediate passage of the
Eslick bill which would enable the
agents of the federal spying branch,
the department of justice, to raid
homes of all workers, native-born and
foreign-born and search for “evi-
dence" of subversive activity against
the Wall Street government and
would make more easy the carrying
out of frame-ups and long prison
sentences, against militant working j
class fighters.

Everywhere throughout the coun-
try there must be the most decisive
action against this latest criminal
attack upon the working class. Mass
demonstrations must be held; work-
ers’ organizations must flood con-
gress and the senate with protests
against these bills. Defense organi-
zations must be strengthened to beat
back the attempt of decaying capi-
talism to place greater burdens upon
the backs of the suffering toilers of
the country.

LECTURE BY

Comrade M. TAFT

“THE END OF CAPITALIST
STABILIZATION"

Sunday, Feb. 19th at 8 p. m. j

2709 Mermaid Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Auspices' Women’s Council 5.

4|lk -
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29 EASI 14TH STREET
NEW YORK

Tel. Algonquin 3356-8843

We Carry a Full Line of

STATIONERY
AT SPECIAL PRICES

for Organizations

Classified
CANDY STORE FOR SALE

Possible for small family
to make living—2 room
furniture —all for SISOO.

MICHAEL KOVALCHIK
334 Central Avenue, Brooklyn

TO BOARD—man with boy (9), with a
small family. Inquire Saturday 2 to 6
P. M. or Sunday to 2 P. M. 1172 Vyie Ave.
Apt. 19.

ROOM FOR RENT—or share apartment
| »girl). Apply 336 E. 13th St. Apt. 32,

any evening

| LNfTRWSHED ROOM or SMALL APART-
i MENT wanted. Steam heat. 14th St. area.

See or phone Magil, Dally Worker.

LABOR UNION
MEETINGS

1 1 1
.

OFFICE WORKERS
Filth Annual Dance of Office Workers

; Union, this Saturday, Feb. 18, at New Har-
| lem Casino, 100 W. 116th St. Entertain-
ment, refreshments. Admission 35 cents in¦ advance, 40 cents at door.

NEEDLE SHOP DELEGATES
j Special meeting of all shop delegates of

j all trades in the Shop Delegate Council of

| the NTWIU, Saturday at 1 p.m. at Webster
j Hall, 11th St. and Fourth Ave. Report on
strikes and conferences with large Associa-
tion of Fur Manufacturers.

• • •

BENEFIT OF MARINE WORKERS VOICE
Marine Workers Industrial Union and

International Seamen’s Club invite all to a
dance tonight at 140 Broad St., for the
benefit of the Marine Workers’ Voice, or-
gan of the MWIU. Good music, singing
and dancing and yarns by sailors from the
seven seas. Any downtown subway or el-
evated frain to South Ferry (Whitehall
St.) and walk two blocks to corner of
Broad and South Sts.

• • •

SHOE WORKERS
Italian Department of Shoe and Leather

Workers Industrial Union holds a rally, con-
cert and party for all shoe workers, irre-
spective of nationality, today at 6:30 p.m.
at 31 Second Ave.

SERGEI

RADAMSKY
well-known Tenor will j
be heard on the Radio

Station WINS

ON SUNDAY MORNING
at 10:30 In a

Program of Soviet Songs
also

Short Talk on Soviet
Musicians

Sunday, Feb. 19, 8:45 P. M.
SCOTT NEARING

will debate

ISAAC DON LEVINE
on

“Has the Five-Year Plan
Succeeded ?”

1 Institute for Advanced Education
] 111 East 15th Street—St. 9-3096
j ADMISSION 50c

LECTURE by

MAX BEDACHT
“The Present Situation

in Germany ”

MONDAY, FEB. 20
at 8:30 P. M.

COOP AUDITORIUM
3700 Bronx Park East

All Proceeds for the
Daily Worker

THEA. ARRANGEMENT
by Unit 5, Sec. 2

“JIMMI HIGGINS”
at the ACME THEATRE

Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday

Comrades are urged to buy
their ticke's from the Unit as
the proceeds from these tickets
only will go to the Daily
Worker.

TICKETS 25c

J.LOUIS ENGDAHL
WORKERS’ CLUB

3092 Hull Avenue, Bronx

Opening of

New Headquarters

MON., FEB. 20, at 8 P. M.
GOOD SPEAKER:

“Workers Clubs and
Revolutionary Press

ALL PROCEEDS FOR
THE DAILY WORKER

TONIGHT at 8 P.M.

ARTEF
WORKERS’ CLUB

8 EAST 18th STREET

VETCHERINKA AND
CONCERT

with the FAMOUS ARTEF
COLLECTIVE

PLA YERS
Admission 10c

All Proceeds ft>r the
Daily Worker

DAILY WORKER
PARTY

TONIGHT AT 8
Auspices: UNIT 115

212 WEST 111TH STRFET
APT. 24

A Good Time and Good
Spirit Is Guaranteed

DAILY WORKER
PARTY

TONIGHT AT 8 P. M.
.Ius pices: UNIT 11,

Section 2
109 W. 26th Street

All Proceeds for the
Daily Worker

VEGETARIAN WORKERS'
CLUB AND DINING

ROOM
218 E. 14th Street

Will donate 25% of pro-
ceeds from Dining Room on
Feb. 17, 18 and 19 for the
Daily Worker.

MORRIS PARK
Express & Trucking Co.

43 EAST lI2TH ST., N. Y.
Phono: I.Ehigh 4-9448

Gottlieb’s Hardware
110 THIRD 4VEM E

Near 14tb St. Tompkins Sq. G-4547

All kind* of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Cutlery Our Specialty

Airy, Large

Meeting Rooms and Hall
TO HIRE

Suitable for Meetings, Lectures
and Dances In the

Czechoslovak
Workers House. Inc.
347 l£. 72nd St, New York

Telephone: Rhinelander 6091

Manhattan Lyceum Hall
For Mass Meetings. Entertainments
Balls. Weddings and Banquets

00-68 E. 4th St. New York

FOR BALLS, BANQUETS, WEDDINGS

Stuyvesant Hennington
Hall Hall

140-142 Second Ave. 214-216 Second St.
New York City New York City

CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS

SPLENDID LARGE

Hall and
Meeting: Rooms

TO HIRE
Perfect for BALLS, DANCES.
LECTURES, MEETINGS, Etc

IN THE

New ESTONIAN
WORKERS HOME

27-29 W.llsth St., N.Y.C.
Phone UNiverslty 4-0165

Bronx
Mott Haven 9-8749

DR. JULIUS JAFFE
Surgeon Dentist

401 EAST 140th STTJ2ET
(Cor. Willi? Ave.)

BOULEVARD CAFETERIA
S. & F. CAFETERIA, INC.

1283 SOUTHERN BOULEVARD
Corner Freeman Street

Comrades Please Patronize

Co-op. Colony Tailors
27011 BRONX PARK EAST

73c Cleaning A Pressing 25c Pressing
Men's Suits Relined $2.73

Ladies’ Coats $3.75

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS

IdR. JULIUS LITTINSKY
107 Bristol Street

(*Bet Pitkin & Sutter Ares.) B’klyn

PHONE: DICKENS 2-3012

Office Hours' 8-10 A.M.. 1-2. 6-8 P.M. !

Intern! Workers Order
DENTAL DEPARTMENT

80 FIFTH AVENUE
ISth FLOOR

All Work Done Under I'ersonAl Care
DR. JOSF.PIISON

Dr. WILLIAM BELL
OPTOMETRIST

106 E. 14th St., near 4th Av.

Ale. 4-0040 Strictly by nppnintmen'

Dr. L. KESSLER
snnoEON dentist

853 BROADWAY
Snltn 1007-1008 Cop. 1411) St

New York

Downtou’n
JADE MOUNTAIN

American & Chinese Restaurant

197 SECOND AVENUE
Bet. 12 & 13

Welcome to Our Comrades

Plume Tomkins Sq. 6-9554

John’s Restaurant
SPECIALTY: ITALIAN DISHL>

A place with atni4»»phcre
where nil radicals meet

302 E. 12tb St New lorfc

UNIVERSITY CAFETERIA
122 University Place

SERVING WORKERS CENTER

Qarment
District

Garment Section Workers
Patronize

Navarr Cafeteria
333 7th AVENUE

Corner 28th St.

HYGR AD E
VEGETARIAN and DAIRY RESTAURANT

149 West 28th St., New York

A REAL TREAT FOR WORKERS

jSpecial Dinner 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 43c

WORKERS PATRONIZE

CENTURY CAFETERIA
154 West 28th Street

Pure Pood Proletarian Prices

*""tr***“'7YTr'WT)?'*iTcr~?77TK«m7r mm’

Good Food Served Rhrht

Farragut
Cafeteria

326 Seventh Av.. at 28th St.

Workers Cooperative Colony
2700-2*oo BRONX PARK EAST

'OPPOSITE BRONX PARR)

has now REDUCED THE RENT
ON THE APARTMENTS AND SINGLE ROOMS

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Kindergardcn: masses for Adult? and Children: Library; Gymnasium;

('lulis and Other Privileges

NO INVESTMENTS REQUIRED
EVERAL GOOD APARTMENTS & SINGLE ROOMS AVAILABLE

Take Advantage of lire Opportunity.

Lexington Avenue iraln 1o White Office open daily 9 x.m. te Sp m.
Flatus ltoad. Slop at Allertou Arentte nidny * Saturday » a.aa. to 3 p.m.

i Station. Tel. LsLtbrouk K-ltiJU—l4ol Sunday 10 a.m. tn 2 p.m.

j Do You Know of the Iteduction in Rates at

| CAMP NITGEDAIGET
BEACON. N. Y.

Special Propram Every Week-End
$12.50 Includes Tax

to membe;s of I. W. O. and Co-operative m,.
with a letter from your organization JtHU.OU pCr WccK

OPEN ALL YEAR—HEALTHFUL FOOD, REST, RECREATION
SPORT AND CULTURE

All Winter Comforts—Steam Hen'—Hot and Cold Running Water
In Every Room

City Phone—EStabroek 8-1401* Camp Phone —Beaton 731

V' orkers organizations write lor Special Excursions and Rates

AUTOMOBILES LEAVE DAILY FROM CO-OPERATIVE
RESTAURANT, 3100 BRONX PARK EAST, BRONX, N. Y.

Trmnrrrn r HI muhiu ppiiw »M -Sd.IWMP ' iiuhumci »¦ iin ~.nii
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Upton Sinclair’s IZT
BASED ON THE NOVEL OF THE SAME NAME

“JIMMIE HIGGINS”
MOST DARING REVOLUTIONARY PICTURE EVER FILMED

PRODUCED IN THE U.S.S.R. BY UKRAINFILM

“Be Sure and Attend Wherever It Is Shown”,—DAILY WORKER
TODAY ) pi ITIOVKTIM’S film

LAST I A UllUmi.lO MASTERPIECE

times I “LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL”

THEATRE
14th STREET Ac UNION SOL ARE ' Midnlte Shew Sat.

——mm Continuous from 9 a.m.-—Last Show 10:30 p.m. •""mmmmmmmmmm*

MUSIC

Philharmonic - Symphony
WALTER* Conductor

BROOKLYN ACADEMY' OF MLSIC
This Sunday Afternoon at 3:00

Brahms Centenary Celebration Program
Soloist; EFREM ZIMBALIST, Violinist

Carnegie Hall, Thurs. Eve.. Feb. 23, 8:45
Friday Afternoon, Feb. 24, at 2:30

Soloists: SIGRID ONEGIN. Contralto
JEANNETTE VREELAND, Soprano

and Chorus of Schola Can.orium of N. Y*
ARTHUR JUDSON, Mgr. (Steinway Piauo>

KKO ,!EFFERSON ,4Ih Et - * INOWHrd Ave

“SILVER DOLLAR”
With Edvard G. Robinson A Bebe Daniel-;
Added “HE LEARNED ABOUT WOMEN”

Feature with STUART ERWIN

OFFICIAL WORLD WAR FILM

“THE BIG DRIVE"
I Coming oo i| l -«t cfi a Film of Heroin-

tionary Morality
RKO CAMEO THEA., 42nd St. & Broadway

ELMER RICE’S
WE, THE PEOPLE
ft A NEW PLAY IN TWENTY SCENES

EMPIRE. B'u.y & .10 SI. Tel. PE. G-2C70
Ets. »:20 Sharp. Mats. Mob. & Sat., 2:30

FRANCIS I.KDERKR & DOROTHY GISH IN

AUTUMN CROCUS
The New York and London Success

MOROSCO THEATRE. 45th St. ff. of B’way
Eves. 8:40. Mats. Wed., Thurs. Sc Sat., 2:40

T) THE THEATRE GU'f D Presents
biography

A comedy by S. N. BEHRMAN
GUILD THEATRE. 52d St.. West of B'wa>
Lve., 8:20. Mats. Thurs. & Sat., f 3:30

MARY BOLAND in
Irving Berlin’s Revue Success of All Time!

PACE THE MUSIC
I 44TH ST. THEATRE, W. of Broadway

Matinees Monday and Saturday, 2:80

YIDDISH ART !
Fri., Sat. & Sun. Lves. Mats. Sat. & Sun.,

“Yoshe Kalb”
“Will hold you spellbound.”—World-Telegram I

TONIGHT AT 8 P. M.

SPAGHETTI PARTY and DANCE
at Pen and Hammer Club

114 West 21st Street
AUSPICES: SECTION 2, UNIT 18

Admission including dinner 25 Cents

ALL PROCEEDS FOR THE DAILY WORKER

- TTZT-- V ..

'

DAILY WORKER BANQUET
Ending- the Financial Drive

Sunday, March 19th
MANHATTANLYCEUM, 66 East 4th Street
ORGANIZATIONS ARE REQUESTED TO SEND

DEEEGA TIONS

OFFICE WORKERS UNION
FIFTH ANNUAL L s

DANCE 4 Omgtlt
New Harlem Casino, 100 West 116th Street

Negro Jazz Band Entertainment
Admission (with ticket) 35c; (at door) 40c.

Your Comrades Jailed by the Bosses Call On
You to Fight for Their Release!

WILL YOU ANSWER THEIR CALL?
Come to the New York District, International
Labor Defense

GIANT DEFENSE BAZAAR
STARTS THIS WEDNESDAY

at Manhattan Lyceum, 66 E. 4th St.
Continues on February 23, 24, 25 and 26

j FUNDS WILL GO TO DEFENSE OF CLASS WAR
PRISONERS

Music Danciny Movies Drama Bargains

WORKERS SCHOOL FORUM
ROBERT MINOR

of the Central Committee. Communist Party
will speak on

“Technocracy. Fascism and Revolution ”

Sunday Night, Feb. 19, at 8 o’clock
35 East 12th Street, Second Floor

ADMISSION 25c QUESTIONS DISCUSSION
Students of Workers' School Admission 2<l Cents Plu student Card

Agit-Prop Valentine Party
Revolutionary PUy h . l’ottnt and Songs
and the Harlem Proletarian Jazz-Band

TONIGHT
at WORKERS LABORATORY THEATRE

of W. I. 8., IS Bast 13th Street
Admission 25c Refreshments

FIRST INITIATION
and CONCERT

of H .
/. R. Pioneer Troop of

Brownsville
Sunday, Feb. 19, at 3 P.M .

at IS!" PITKIN AVKNtK. BROOKLYN
KUGE'NE Nt'OC'B—WORKERS LABORA-

TORY THEATRE- W. !. R. BAN]>—
MOVING PICTURE -CHORUS

Admission >f>e Children Only An
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OUTSTANDING

CONCERT
TONIGHT AT 8
Labor Temple

12th Street and Second Avenue

Speaker: BEN GOLD
Splendid Program

Arranged by Dressmakers
Defense Committee

ADMISSION 35c

A crime against the working class
to permit the Daily W orker to aus- |
pend. Rush lands today.
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FOR THE FIGHT AQAINST HUNGER! FOR THE
REVOLUTIONARY WAY OUT OF THE CRISIS!

* I

rHE Eighth Convention erf the Party sums up three and a half years of
the application to conditions of class struggle in the United States of

the line of the Communist International laid down by the Sixth World
Congress. The period between the 6th and 7th conventions of our Party
had been a period of struggle for the line of the Sixth World Congress in
the C.P.U.S.A. This prolonged and stubborn struggle for the line of the
Sixth World Congress (recognition of the third period of post-war crisis
of capitalism; which has brought the end of relative capitalist stabiliza-
tion and the present moment of transition to a new round of wars and
revolutions; the necessity to transform the Communist Party into a mass
party of the American workers capable of “preparing the working class and
the exploited masses, in the course of economic and political struggles,
for the impending fight for power, for the dictatorship of the proletariat’”)
was part of the international struggle for cleansing the various Commu-
nist Parties of the Communist International of the right and "left”op-
portunist ideology and the degenerate elements who were its bearers,
which arose in the period of relative capitalist stabilization.

The Sixth World Congress, held in July, 1928, at the height of capi-
talist “prosperity” when production in the main capitalist countries had
arisen above pre-war levels, was able clearly to foresee the development
of the economic crisis, developing the analysis already made by Stalin at
the 15th Congress of the C.P.S.U. (December, 1927) in which he had de-
clared that:

“Out of the partial stabilization of capitalism there grows a still
aouter crisis—the growing crisis destroys the stabilization—these are the

dialectics of the development of capitalism in the present historical
moment.”

The Leninist decisions of the Sixth World Congress, orientating the
sections of the Communist International toward higher and sharper
forms of struggle and leadership of the masses against the Imperialist
bourgeoisie, brought an inevitable clash with the rotten Trotzkyist ele-
ments and with the open opportunists still remaining within all of the
Communist Parties. The inevitable exposure and expulsion of the counter-
revolutionary group of Trotzkyists (Cannon and his lieutenants) in the
United States resulted in the strengthening of the Party and was a
necessary precondition to the defeat and isolation of the open opportunists.

The American exponents of the right wing opposition brought for-
ward a particularly crude example of the right wing position in their
theories of American exceptionalism and of the Hooverian age corre-
sponding io the Victorian age of British imperialism. The struggle against
this opportunist theory came to a head in the Address of the Communist
International to the C.P.U.S.A. (May, 1929) In which the general line was
concretized for the United States in the following remarkable paragraph:

“With a distinctness unprecedented in history, American capitalism
is exhibiting now the effects of the inexorable laws of capitalist devel-
opment, the laws of decline and downfall of capitalist society. The gen-
eral crisis of capitalism is growing more rapidly than It may seem at
first glance. The crisis will shake also the foundations of American im-
perialism.”

The necessity and the sharpness oi the struggle in the Party can best
be understood in light of the remarks of Comrade Stalin in his speech
of May G, 1929:

“1 think the moment is not far off when a revolutionary crisis will
develop in America. And when a revolutionary crisis develops in Amer-
ica that will be the beginning of the end of world capitalism as a whole.
It is essential that the American Communist Party should be capable of
meeting that historical moment fully prepared, of assuming leadership of
the impending class struggle in America.”

» • *

THE acceptance by the C.P.U.S.A. of the Address of the C.1., and the en-
trance of the Party into wide mass struggles in the winter of 1929-30

nation-wide unemployment demonstrations March 6, 1930), followed by
the 7th Convention of the Party which took place one year after the Ad-
dress (June, 1930i, finally marked the liquidation of the long-standing
factional era in the Party, consolidated the Party on the line of the Sixth
World Congress, brought the Party on to the road toward bolshevlzatlon,
to the first steps in preparing it for the independent leadership of mass
struggles.

As a result of the application of this line by the Party, the unem-
ployed movement developed from a mere beginning, characterized chiefly
by agitational efforts and half-spontaneous street demonstrations around¦ general demands, into an organized movement nationwide in character.

This period also marked serious beginnings of independent leadership
strike struggles by the red unions (miners, textile, automobile, etc.); the

decline in our position in the reformist unions, which accompanied the
advent of the red unions, gave way to the first successes in renewihg and.
extending the work in the reformist unions on the basis of the policy of
independent leadership in struggles.

The work among the Negro masses in this period passed from the
/ field of sectarian propaganda to the field of actual struggle, with the first

j inauguration and leadership by the Party of a mass struggle against the

I oppression of the Negro people (Scottsboro, Tallapoosa); the drawing of
Negro masses into the struggles of the working class for economic de-
mands (miners' strike, unemployed, Negro farmers); the period being
characterized by the deepening and further clarifying of the Party’s po-
litical line on the Negro question.

The Party work among the farmers has passed to the higher plane of
active participation and leadership in the struggles of the farmers, in the
Initiation of a whole series of local struggles which have in some cases
spread to wide mass movements and have formed the beginnings of con-
tact with the revolutionary workers’ movement; and the carrying through
of the Farmers National Relief Conference, which opened a new period
of the agrarian movement.

Nevertheless, despite these successful beginnings, the Party is still
hampered in the development of its mass work by the persistence of deep-
rooted sectarian tendencies which are not yet eliminated.

IT.

Deepening of the Crisis and the Offensive
of the Bourgeoisie; Conditions of

the Working Class
THE sharpening of the general crisis of capitalism is proceeding with

enormous strides which are carrying this crisis to a new stare.
112th Plenum Thesis.)

in the United States there is a continuous decline in ail economic
activity', production levels, despite seasonal movements, showing a steady
downward trend. (The- agrarian crisis continues to develop bringing in
its wake a stream of foreclosures and evictions of the farmers from their

I lands. Foreign trade has declined to 1913 levels and is still moving down-
| ward. There is a deepening of the financial crisis accompanied by a rapidI increase in bankruptcies, the failure of hundreds of banks with the whole-

sale artificial saving of favored private business institutions with the aid
of billions of government funds (R.F.C.—Dawes ninety mtlllon dollars.
Pomerene million dollars, etc.), accomplished by means of deep-going
credit inflation and the beginnings of currency inflation—a policy of the
nationalization of the losses resulting from the crisis. A deep-going gov-
ernment financial crisis includes the almost complete bankruptcy of nu-
merous cities (Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleve-
land, New York, etc.) and the failure of the various states and the federal
government to balance their budget.

At the same time the activity of the masses themselves, undergoing
a deep revolutionizing process In resisting the efforts of the bourgeoisie
to place the burden of the crisis upon the toiling masses —this revolu-
tionary upsurge of the masses itself becomes the most Important active
force in the ending of capitalist stabilization.

“The fierce struggle the imperialists are waging for markets and
colonies, the tariff wars and the race for armaments have already led
to the immediate danger of an imperialist world war.” (12th Plenum
Thesis.)

We are already witnessing the first battles in the impending world war
in all of which the United States is playing a leading role. "The agglom-
eration of antagonisms in the Pacific form the chief hot-bed for breeding
a new imperialist war.” The United States is today engagod in war in
China in the form of its support of the Nanking government which tries
in vain to crush the Chinese Red Army and overthrow the power of the
Chinese Soviets; at the same time the United States imperialists are
“striving to provoke war between Japan and the Soviet Union in order

(that, by weakening both Japan and the U.S.S.R. it may strengthen its
own position in the Pacific.” In Latin America, where the main antago-
nisms In the imperialist camp—between Great Britain and the United
States— are being fought out, American imperialism is playing an active
role.

• • •

WITHIN the United States the sharpest offensive is being waged against
the toiling masses through wage-cuts in all industries and part-time

work, which have together forced the earnings of the masses down to 38
per cent of precrisis levels, while dividends still stand at 160 per cent as
compared with 1926. Unemployment has increased until now sixteen mil-
lions are totally unemployed. Part-time work as a result of Hoover’s Stag-
ger Plan and the share-the-work movement has become almost universal,
with less than 15 per cent of the workers having full time Jobs. The recent
period has seen a general cutting In relief payments by the cities, a falling
off in charity collections and charity relief, and a failure of the states
and federal government to supply funds to meet the increasing needs of
the masses after four years of most severe crisis. All of these factors are
bringing about a tendency toward equalization process among the masses,
narrowing the economic basis for the formerly powerful labor aristocracy

There is now an absence of factors which would Indicate an Im-
provement in the situation; the perspectives are clearly for a further deep-

Resolution of the 16th Central Committee Plenum'" From the
Seventh to Eighth Convention of C. P. U. S. A.

ening of the crisis, for a sharpening of all the class antagonisms, and
for a sharpening of all the world imperialist contradictions in which
American Imperialism is most deeply enmeshed. This leads to the matur-
ing of the conditions for broad mass stru" T *’os against hunger and against
the war policies of the American bourgeoisie.

The end of capitalist stabilization has to be judged, not alone from the
unprecedented absolute decline in capitalist production, but also by the
change in the relation of forces as between capitalism and the socialist
world. The struggle Is determined by this relation of forces.

The Soviet Union, which has completely established itself in the posi-
tions of socialism through the successful completion of the first Five-
Year Plan, and which is advancing through the second Five-Year Plan to
the establishment of a classless society; has already attained an ex-
tremely high relative importance for the revolutionary proletarian state
in juxtaposition with the capitalist states. The enormous building of so-
cialist industry and the collectivization of agriculture has brought that
economic independence, which guarantees the continued economic ad-
vance of the Soviet Union under all world conditions. The influence of
the U.S.S.R. with the toiling masses of the capitalist countries and of the
colonial world, as the basis and stronghold of the world socialist revo-
lution, has greatly increased.

The unprecedented advance of the revolutionary stronghold of world
revolution is one of the most decisive forces in relation to the end of capi-
talist stabilization.

HI.

Increasing Will of the Masses to Struggle
and Beginnings of Revo-

lutionary Upsurge
The increasing, unbearable misery and the disillusionment which

grows with the deepening of the crisis and which becomes more conscious
with every action of the Communist Party among the masses of workers,
farmers, ex-servicemen and Negroes, is pushing the masses forward to
ever sharper class battles of the employed and unemployed workers, to
sharper and unprecedented forms of struggle by the Negro masses of the
Black Belt and of the white farmers of the Middle West, new' and un-
heard of militancy of mixed elements of workers, ruined farmers and
bankrupted petty bourgeoisie in the ex-servicemen’s movement, as well as
ferment and even clashes with the police on the part of the students
and intellectuals.

The growth of the strike movement has spread beyond its former mainground in the coal fields and in light and medium industry, and has
reached the point of beginning preliminary fights in the steel and metal
industries (Warren, Crucible Steel, Ford plant of New Jersey, Briggs auto
of Detroit, etc.) which inevitably are the forerunners of a gigantic strug-
gle in the basic steel and metal plants or the United States; new strata
of workers including women and youth have entered into the strike move-
ments (High Point, Binghamton, Colorado, Trenton, South River, etc.);
there is a growth of strikes of workers organized in reformist unions(Illinois miners, building trades, etc.); a large number of successful strikes
in light, industry (fur, painters, doll workers, etc.) which are led by the
red unions. The strikes of the miners continued throughout this period in
the forefront of the strike movement with struggles in practically every
mining field, are marked by a new rise of militancy, the development
of new fighting forms, growing unity of the employed and unemployed and
the rise of new worker cadres in the struggles.

• • •

THE struggles for social insurance and unemployment relief have sharp-
* ened and widened out to more nearly nationwide breadth. Fights for
immediate relief and against evictions have been successful in securing
relief and stopping the cutting down of relief to large sections of the un-
employed (Chicago, St. Louis, New' York, Birmingham); in preventin'? evic-
tions (Detroit, Norfolk, etc.). The national hunger marches of 1931 and
1932 were tremendous demonstrations which showed the growth of the
movement and its support by increasing numbers of employed, although
the relative weakness of this support remains a grave danger. The mem-
bers of reformist unemployed organizations (“Citizens Leagues,” “Work-
ers’ Committees on Unemployment,”' «tc.) have, despite the wishes of
their leaders, been drawn into united front actions with the unemployed
councils in the fight for concrete relief demands (Chicago, etc.). The
fight for unemployment relief and social insurance has now begun to win
the support of considerable sections of A.F.L. workers (endorsement of
Unemployment Relief Bill by 800 locals of A.F.L., Cincinnati Conference,
endorsement of hunger march by A.F.L. locals, and by P.M.A.).

Partial struggles are increasing inside of factories despite the system
of espionage and terrorization, despite mass unemployment and despite
the absence of any but the barest beginnings of organization. In a num-
ber of cases, especially in lighter industries, partial struggles have been
successfully developed into strikes

The growing resistance of the masses in the form of the opposition
movement within the A.FX. and other reformist unions, directed also
against the bureacracy, is expressed in strikes over the heads of the
bureaucrats and in the participation of the A.FX. workers and locals in
the fight for unemployment insurance and relief, in the ousting of bu-
reaucrats and their replacement by Communists and other revolutionary
workers in a large number of locals.

• • •

A NEW page of history, sharply expressing the deep agrarian crisis tnter-
“ woven with the general economic crisis, has suddenly appeared in the
rapidly developing struggles of the farmers, over the heads of opportu-
nist leaders of farm organizations, in militant direct mass action against
evictions, foreclosures and high taxes, and against the low monopoly prices
paid for their products—a wide mass movement which is objectively revo-
lutionary. The extremely militant struggles of Negro small farmers, ten-
ants, share croppers and small land-holding farmers in the South against
legal expropriation of their crops, implements, live stock and land, evok-
ing at the same time the beginnings of solidarity of the poor white farm-
ers of the South with the Negro tenants and share croppers, is a guar-
antee of the universal breadth and depth of this objectively revolutionary
upsurge of farmers, of the revolutionary nature of the national liberation
struggle of the Black Belt, and of the interconnection of these movements
with the revolutionary upsurge of the working class. The successful united
front Farmers National Relief Conference showed a beginning of con-
sciousness of the poor farmers (Negro and white) that only through
mass struggles independent of capitalist parties can they defend their
interests and that their alliance with the proletariat is a pre-condition
for successful struggle.

The smouldering volcano of national liberation struggle that under-
lies the capitalist system as a result oi the brutal mass enslavement of
the Negro people was. as though "accidentally” exposed by the vigorous
mass .response of the Negro masses to the Scottsboro campaign—a cam-
paign which immediately gave birth to a nationwide wave of mass re-
sistance to the increasing lynch terror, as well as to a sudden movement
of mus participation of Negro workers in the general struggles of the
working class (miners’ strikes, unemployed movements in Chicago, Cleve-
land, St. Louis, Birmingham, etc.) and an unprecedented participation of
the Negro masses in hunger marches and anti-eviction struggles. The revo-
lutionary ferment among the Negro poor farmers, first coming to light
at Camp Hill, Alabama, has continued in Tallapoosa County, is stpreading
to surrounding territories, evoking support by impoverished white farmers,
and is already securing material successes against legal expropriation for
debt*. The enthusiastic support of a considerable mass of Negroes to
the Communist election struggle was more truly indicated in the mass
struggles around the election issues than by the actual vote counted, be-
cause of wholesale disfranchisement. The increased participation of Negro
toilers in the general struggles of the masses has brought fresh and mili-
tant lighting spirit into these battles and has raised the entire struggle
to a higher level.

• • •

I 4RGELY Inspired by the activities of the unemployed councils In the
“ 1931 hunger march, and also stimulated even by the miscarried effort
of Father Cox to transform the “marching” phenomenon into a fascist
movement, an objectively revolutionary wave of activity swept through
the ranks of the ex-servicemen, taking the form of the historic Bonus
March to Washington. The catastrophic nature of the economic crisis and
its potentiality for sudden explosions as the forerunners of revolutionary
development, was shown in a startling light in the surrounding oi the
government buildings by 25,000 American war veterans; the action of the
Hoover government in firing upon these veterans opened a new page of
revolutionary history for the American masses.

The growing mass radicalization Is expressed in an Increasingly higher
form by the greater readiness of large sections of the toiling masses for
militant participation in struggles and demonstrations against imperialist
war; It is expressed further In the increasing inroads of revolutionary
views of struggle against war as against petty bourgeois pacifism among
thelntelligentsia and students.

The drawing of substantial sections of students and intellectuals into
the struggles of the proletariat against the growing misery, has stimulated
a movement against reaction In the cultural institutions.

The radicalization of the masses, and the bringing of this radicaliza-
tion to a higher plane of consciousness, is shown In the enormously in-
creased sympathy and support for the Soviet Union, not alone in the
working class, but gripping ever larger sections of intellectuals and pro-
fessional elements.

Evidence of deep-going radicalization is shown further in the more

i '
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in a decline .of social-fascism. It would be a mistake, however, to apply
ness a growing influence of the Socialist Party, while at the same time
the A.F.L., which is declining in membership, is more and more taking
up social-fascist phraseology in its attempt to fulfill its role in the in-
terests of the bourgeoisie. This does not mean the inevitable growth of
social-fascism in the United States, and especially must we conduct a
sharp struggle against all tendencies to look upon the going over of masses
from the open capitalist parties to social-fascism as a step in revolu-
tionization of the masses. The narrower economic basis of the labor
aristocracy creates a favorable objective situation for the speedy liquida-
tion of the influence of social-fascism, and the winning of the masses
to the Communist Party. At the same time, we must guard against the
underestimation of the danger of social-fascism, as shown hi the tendency
to belittle the 8. P. electoral vote in November.

In this situation it is more than ever the strategic necessity of the
Communist Party to direct the main lire against social-fascism, with the
aim to isolate the social-fascist bureaucracy from the masses and to lead
these masses into struggle against the capitalist class. The present ob-
jective situation, the narrowing of the base of the hitherto privileged
and bribed sections of the working class, furnishes a favorable basis for
the weakening of the influence of social-reformists, their isolation, and
the winning of the working class to the support of the Communist Party.
The decisive question here is the subjective factor, the role and activity
of the Communist Party. The instruments for accomplishing this aim
are the application of the tactics of the united front from below to draw
the great masses of workers of the social-fascist parties and trade unions
into common action with the revolutionary workers for their immediate
everyday needs under the leadership oi the Communist Party, together
with the ruthless exposure of the social-fascist bureaucracy, always sharp-
ly distinguishing between this bureaucracy and the mass of the workers
and even the lower “actives” of the Socialist Party and the reformist
unions.

It is in the struggle for everyday, partial demands in the first place
for the most elementary economic needs of the workers —and through
the raising of such struggle to a higher plane—that the isolation of the
social-fascist bureaucracy can be accomplished.

VI.

Role of the Party in Mass Struggles and
Lessons from These Struggles

The examination of the most important experiences of the Party in
organizing and leading mass struggles must be made in the light of the
fundamental tasks of the Party as laid down in the resolutions of the
14th Central Committee Plenum and in the 12th Plenum of the E.C.C.1.,
which are briefly summarized as follows; (1) to direct the basic strategic
blows against social-democracy, to win the masses away from it, to iso-
late it from the masses; (2) to win over the majority of the proletariat
and the poor farmers, to train them in a series of fights and to convert
them into our political army; (3) to organize our Party into a mass
party on the basis of bolshevik inner party democracy, founded on iron
discipline, into a revolutionary staff of this political army; (4) to en-
large, strengthen and renew our Party general staff.

Although in a number of cases the resistance of the masses to the
capitalist offensive was inspired and organized by the Party (unemployed
struggles, miners strikes, Colorado beet workers, needle trades, growth of
opposition in reformist unions, the Bonus March, fight against Negro na-
tional oppression and for Negro rights, the farmers’ lights against evic-
tions, etc.) the increasing mass resistance is still predominantly spon-
taneous. The Party has not succeeded in leading the majority of the
workers whose standards of living are vitally attacked nor even those
great masses of strategically placed proletarians under the sharpest and
most flagrant attacks which reduce them to mass starvation (steel work-
ers. auto workers, railroad workers, etc.) into any sort of resistance,, ex-
cepting relatively small struggles (Flint, Michigan; Warren, Ohio), and
only lately in the more serious auto workers strike movement.

“The chief cause of the insufficient development of economic strug-
gles is the still unsatis actory application of the line of independent
leadership of economic struggles, on the basis of the united front from
below, in the underestimation of partial struggles, in the weak contacts
with the masses in the factories and among the unemployed, in the
weakening of the positions in the refoimist trade unions, in the inability
to expose the manoeuvers of the reformist trade union bureaucrats, in
the capitulation to the reformist trade union bureaucrats openly or con-
cealed by left' phrases.”

Confusion about and underestimation of the fight for immediate
partial demands, together with un-Leninist conceptions and practices in
the work of building the red unions and fractions within the reformist
unions, as well as unemployed councils (e.g., flouting of proletarian de-
mocracy, sectarian distrust of new proletarian cadres, sectarian concept
tions of the united front, fear to approach workers under reformist leader-
ship) have characterized and heavily damaged the Party’s mass work.

* * *

1 fatalist "leftist” attitude of hopelessness in regard to the capacity of
the workers under Party leadership actually to wrest out of the hands

of the bourgeoisie immediate material concessions has greatly retarded
ihe mass work, the growth of influence of the Party and the independent
leadership of struggles. In those cases where we succeeded in winning
even small fractions of material demands for the workers (unemployed,
some unions in light industry), the movement advanced organizationally
and led to broader struggles, even despite our failure to sufficiently popu-
larize such victories. In other cases, where we did not even win the
slightest material gains but nevertheless showed to the workers a sincere
and consistent, determined struggle for their everyday material needs, the
confidence of the workers in such cases was retained by the red unions.
It is not always possible to present the workers with a picture of “victory”
and with “sure” material gains from a struggle; but it is absolutely neces-
sary that struggles under the revolutionary leadership must demonstrate
to the workers that it is possible under this leadership at least at times
to win material concessions and that always the most serious and con-
sistent struggle is made for these material needs of everyday life.

The red trade unions have not succeeded in transforming themselves
into mass organizations (an imperative task which was emphasized by
the 7th Convention and again at the XIV C.C. Plenum), despite the fact
that these unions have led some of the most Important struggles (mining,
textile). In a number of cases the red unions have even for a time lost
their former position (East Ohio) because of the persistence of the most
inexcusable opportunist errors, e.g., refusal to lead struggles, neglect and
even contempt for proletarian democracy, blindness to the enormous
possibilities and need of drawing in new cadres from the ranks of the
workers, and the resultant inability to consolidate the prestige of the
unions and unemployed councils into actual organization. The most
dangerous “left" opportunism is exhibited in a lack of understanding
that the red unions must function for the working class, not alone in
highly dramatic moments of struggle, but also for small necessities, in-
cluding the “pettiest” services of information, legal advice, deiense aeainst
petty personal persecutions, etc.

The Party has in theory, and to some extent in practice, decisively
rejected the rank opportunist theory (developed by the Trotskyist and
openly right opportunist renegades' that it is “impossible to win strikes
during the economic crisis and mass unemployment.” A number of vic-
tories in basic industries ' Warren steel, Point Gorda seamen, Briggs
auto) and in lighter industries (needle, shoe, doll workers, etc.) have ad-
ded in America to the world experience (Poland, Germany, Czecho-
slovakia) which shows that in this moment of deepening radicalization,
the moment of transition to a new round of revolutionary struggles, it
is not only possible to win economic struggles, but that such victories arc
increasingly frequent and of rising importance.

In the strikes of the miners, textile workers and needle (fur) workers
conducted by the revolutionary unions, experience has shown in America
as elsewhere:

“—that the Communist Parties and the revolutionary trade union
organizations have achieved successes in the leadership of economic strug-
gles of the proletariat in those cases when they have CONSISTENTLYapplied the tactics of the united front from below at all stages of thestruggle, when they have PROMPTLY put forward demands and slogansof the strike intelligible to the MASSES, when they have organized themon the basis of broad proletarian democracy, drawn all sections of thefighting workers into the leadership of the strike, and when they haveDECISIVELY EXPOSED the manoeuvers of the reformist trade unionbureaucrats and the “confiding" conciliatory attitude towards them.”

Where the red unions have shown insufficient leadership of strikestruggles and even the loss of leadership of developing strike movements,this has been due to a lack of perspective for struggle, an ignorance of
the mood ol the masses because a lack of contacts in the shops and inthe reformist unions and a very serious underestimation of the iniportance of independent leadership. This was shown in the Eastern Ohiominers strike and in the recent situation arising out of the wage-cut inthe Ford Plant at Detroit (lack of perspective for struggle through
1
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ood of masses), and in the Southern Illinois coalfields (failure to orientate on the basis of independent leadership),

A LIGHT attitude towards preparations for struggles ( strikes unemploy-n ment and bonus demonstrations and marches) has seriously Iniuredboth the effectiveness of struggles and the consolidation of ground gained
in struggle. This lightness is expressed both in the dangerous tendency
to minimize strike preparations (a long-standing weakness which hasseriously undermined the position of the Party with the masses and alsom an opportunist tendency to offer an existing lack of preparation as anexcuse for hesitation, vacillation and reluctance boldly to take the leadershlp of the developing spontaneous strikes and other mass movement*
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constant struggle of native and foreign born workers against deportations
and the fight of large sections of white workers for Negro rights.

The growth of revolutionization of the masses is partly indicated in
the increase of the Communist vote in the last elections (according to of-
ficial figures, more than double) despite wholesale fraud and vote steal-
ing already admitted and even exposed by the capitalists themselves in
New York (in four election districts, six-sevenths of the C. P. vote was
stolen), New' Jersey, Pennsylvania, etc., and despite the wholesale dis-
franchisement of Negro voters, young workers and foreign born, and
especially the wholesale disfranchisement of great masses of unemployed
through the poll tax and through the denial of the right to vote to those
receiving unemployment relief (Pennsylvania, Maine)—precisely among
those masses of workers most greatly influenced and benefited by the
Communist Party campaigns. While the overwhelming defeat of the
Hoover government by the arch-demagogue Roosevelt (who held out
promises of unemployment and farm ¦relief”), indicates a discontent
and desire for change on the part of the masses, the fact that the revo-
lutionary upsurge was not reflected In a conscious vote against capi-
talism reflects not only the fact that the masses are still weighed down
by illusions and prejudices, but also the weakness of the revolutionary
party of the proletariat, its present continued sectarian isolation, which
is accentuated by the persistence of “left” opportunist underestimation of
revolutionary mass election campaigns and the failure to see the insep-
arableness of these campaigns from the action of the masses In struggle
for everyday economic needs.

IV.

Bourgeois Dictatorship. Demagogy and
Developing Fascism

The capitalist dictatorship of the United States attempts to meet
its growing difficulties of deeper economic crisis and growing resistance
of the toiling masses, both by means of resort to demagogy and a definite
movement tow'ard the fascization of the state. Behind the smokescreen
of demagogy the capitalist dictatorship is seeking to compensate for its
narrowing and weakening hold upon the support of the masses through a
process of “simplification” of the state machine, concentration of power
in the higher organs, integration of the state apparatus with the per-
sonnel of monopoly capital, de facto “national concentration” of Re-
publican and Democratic leading groups to handle the main questions of
the day, the reconstruction of the military’ apparatus and its redistribu-
tion through the coal mining and industrial centers of the population to
meet the possibilities of “civil disturbances,” the quiet disbanding of Negro
regiments and the discontinuation of recruiting of Negro soldiers as “un-
reliable,” increase of military and police appropriations in the midst of
economy campaigns directed mainly against social expenditures.

As organized agencies among the masses of this effort to strengthen
the narrowing base of bourgeois class rule there have sprung up such
organizations as the Khaki Shirts (Waters), Black Shirts (in the South),
Blue Shirts (Father Cox), as well as the revival of the older organiza-
tions (Ku Klux Klan, American Legion, etc.), all niakirfg particular ap-
peals to backward groups of American masses but with extreme difficulty

in holding these masses after organizing them; under the extreme pressure
of poverty and misery' not only individual members but even whole local
organizations of Khaki Shirts, Blue Shirts and the American Legion join
with the workers in unemployed or bonus demonstrations under the lead-
ership of the Communists.

The sharply increasing activity of the masses is calling forth at-tempts of the bourgeoisie by extra-legal violence, by lynching, by "frame-
up trials covered with legal form, etc., and at the same time by new
methods of utilizing and supporting (through the press and by new po-
lice assistance) the social-fascist (Socialist Party) political party, the
national reformist leaders (N.A.A.C.P., similar groups in Hawaii, the Phil-
ippines, etc.) and even spurious groups of renegade “Communists," to
strengthen the widening gap between itself and the masses. Evoked as
a bourgeois reaction against the great popularity of the success of the
Five Year Plan in the Soviet Union, as well as a reaction to the generally
growing radicalization of the masses, is a sharply increasing growth of
fascist ideology stimulated among intellectual circles; with a revival of
the most reactionary forms oi idealism and religion, curiously interw’oven
with a cult of “dictatorship,” "strong man.” and bourgeois cynicism in
regard to the forms of bourgeois “democracy.” The “evils of capitalism”
are to be “cured" by projects of “planned economy” (Hoover Committee
on Social Trends), “Buy American” (Hearst). a “new deal” for the "for-
gotten man” 'Roosevelt), and by the new seven-day wonder of bourgeois
demagogy. “Technocracy,” which proposes to remedy the evils of capital-
ism by means of a dictatorship of “techn’cal men” and by substituting
for the "price sy-'.ein” a “new” means of exchange based on units of
mechanical energy.

V.

Kole of Social Fascism
Social fascism is, in the present period, the main social support of the

capitalist dictatorship in the U.S.A. as in all capitalist countries. A cer-
tain division of labor is made between the Socialist Party, the American
Federation of Labor bureaucracy, the bureaucracy of the Railroad Broth-
erhoods and the “left” social-fascist Musteites. A particular role in the
division of labor is assigned to the new sects of spurious “Communists”
• renegades) whose services to the capitalist press are highly appreciated,
furnishing the “factual” basis for regular stories of Communist division
and disunity, to discourage the workers from joining the revolutionary
movement. The N.A.A.C.P. leadership (now in close fraternity with both
the Socialist Party bureaucracy and the Lovestone renegades) plays the
most disgraceful part in aiding the American white bourgeoisie in legal
and extra-legal suppression and murder directed against the struggles of
the Negro masses (the “Suffeites” also playing a similar but smaller role).
The various social-fascist sects (Socialist Labor Party, Proletarian Party,
etc.) perform their own roles in blocking the passage of the proletarian
masses from the camp of unconscious support of capitalism to the path
of revolutionary action. Social-fascism prepares the way for open fascist
reaction among workers who are faced with the need to struggle against
the capitalist offensive; social-fascism heads their struggles in order to
behead them, employs “labor” and “socialist” phrases in order to con-
fuse the minds of the workers and to prevent their turning to revolution-
ary methods of struggle under revolutionary leadership: above all. social-
fascism tries to break the resistance of the workers to the developing im-
perialist war and intervention against the Soviet Union.

But social-fascism today, at the end of capitalist stabilization, when
every struggle for the elementary needs of the masses brings these
masses into conflict with the very foundations of existence of capitalism,
is compelled more and more flagrantly to appear before the workers as
:he recognizable agency of the employers. The everyday struggle for the
life necessities of the working class plays an ever bigger role and be-
comes decisive In the fight to undermine the Socialist Part' 1 and trade
union bureaucracy.

The A.F.L. which, even during the period of "prosperity” had de-
clined in numbers, has lost a large section of Its membership during the
present period of the crisis. The A.F.L. bureaucracy is now attempting
through “left" lnanocuvers. to disrupt the growing unity and to divert the
struggles of the masses, is making Itself the best assistant of the capital-
ists in th ir offensive against the living standards of the workers at home
and in their imperialist foreign policy. The latest convention of the
A.F.L. represented such a “left” manoeuver on a grand scale, with such
demagogic gestures as the proposals for the 30-hour week without reduc-
tion in pay and for unemployment insurance on a state basis to be paid
by the employers. Intended only to disrupt the strike movement, to help
the introdu tlon of the “Stagger Plan” and to make inevitable the most
drastic cuts in wages, as well as to stop the growing movement for
federal unemployment insurance, these proposals of the A.F.L. bureau-cracy are really the same schemes put forward by the Democratic Party
and Gerard Swope, leaving out of consideration the whole mass of the
present sixteen million unemployed and allowing only for a very limited
form of so-called “Insurance” on a paternalistic basis through the various
capitalist enterprises. William Green speaks against “the dole" (unem-
ployment Insurance' and supports the Black Bill (legalization of Hoover's
Stagger Plan and Teagle’s share-the-work plan).

* * *

The Socialist Party and the Musteites fully support the A.F.L. bu-
reaucracy against the masses. To cover the "left” manoeuver of the A.P.L.
bureaucracy, the Socialist Party leaders already speak of “the revolution
in the A. F. L.“ and attempt to present the whole strike-breaking program
of the A.F.L. bureaucracy as a militant program of struggle for the
masses. The Musteites. though feigning to be an “opposition” within
the A.F.L., are everywhere attempting to strengthen the hold of the A.F.L.
bureaucrats upon the masses; they even build “new unions" In the effort
to block the masses from freeing themselves from the reformist Influence.
The Musteites attempted to block the leftward movement of the masses
toward the Communist Party in the past elect'on through their slogan
"For a Labor Party," and came to the rescue of the Socialist Party bu-
reaucracy by calling upon the masses to support "one of" the "working
class parties” while at the same time making the most vicious attack
against the Communist Party and aiding the Thomas campaign.

In Europe the crisis and the revolutionary upsurge under the condi-
tions of the leadership of the Communist Party have already resulted
this general truth mechanically to the United States. Here we still wit-
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which face the Party and the red unions more and more in this period
of sudden explosive incidents which are the forerunners of decisive revo-
lutionary developments of the masses.

The united front tactic from below becomes the center and over-
whelmingly the main form of action of the mass struggles of the Com*

; tminist Party in this period when the central task is to win the majority
Os the working class which is now under the domination of social fascist,
agents of the bourgeoisie.

“The mass influence of the social fascists has declined. For that very
reason their maneuvers have become more energetic and varied (leading
.the strikes with the aim of throttling them, in some cases even demon-
strative declaration of general strike, sham fight against fascism, for
peace, in defense of the UJSSJt., etc.). In these maneuvers particular
seal is displayed by the ‘left’ social-democratic group, who simultaneously
carry on a frenzied campaign of slander against the Communist Party
and the U.S.S.R. Only by taking fully into account the variety of the
forms of the policy and maneuvers of the social fascists in all their con-
creteness will the Communists be able really to expose and isolate the

•social fascists. Only by directing the main blows against social democ-
racy, this social mainstay of the bourgeoisie—will it be possible to strike
at and defeat the chief class enemy of the proletarianthe bourgeoisie.
And only by strict different'ation between social-democratic leaders and
workers will the Communists be able, by means of the united front from
below, to break down the wall which often separates them from the social-
democratic workers.

The sectarian isolation of the Party, and the narrow “left”distortions
of the conception of the united front, as Well as the open right oppor-

tunist conception (Lovestone, Cannon) of the united front in the form
of capitulation to the social fascist bureaucracy, has placed tremendous
obstacles in the path of the development of struggles. In the case of the
fur workers, through the correct application of the united front tactic,
the red union was able to rally the masses of the workers Into struggle
over the heads of the bureaucrats and as a consequence succeeded in
uniting the workers in the red trade union. But despite some recent im-
provement in the application of united front tactics in strike and unem-
ployed struggles, there remains an almost universal weakness through a
sectarian approach (or even the fear to approach at ail) to workers or-
ganized under reformist leadership; at Lawrence and Paterson the red
trade unions completely isolated themselves from the workers under re-
formist influence and were unable to effect the unity of the workers, the
so-called united front consisting of the red trade union themselves. At
the same time there are tendencies toward “unity at any price” (agree-

ment with social fascist leaders in some of the local miners’ strikes in
Pittsburgh, endorsement of outstanding bureaucrats in New York Painters’
Union on the theory of the “lesser evil”), and some manifestations of
semi-conciliatory policy toward these elements (Southern Illinois). While
the Lovestone renegades support the right wing bureaucrats in war against

the workers in the needle trades and the Cannon-Trotzkyites support
the reactionary and Musteite leadership of betrayal in the P. M. A., the
red trade unions have not sufficiently countered these treacherous ele-
ments by a sufficiently clear and bold bolshevik approach to the masses
through the united front from below. Because of an underesttmatton of
the development of partial struggles as a means to develop the mass
struggle against the capitalist offensive, we have failed to establish the
unity of the workers, in the first place inside the factories, for struggle
fqr immediate demands.

A narrow sectarian conception of the united front (“united front only
on the basis of the revolutionary program”) has rendered the application
of this most important form of mass activity null and void in many fields
of struggle, despite the successes which have invariably resulted whenever
even partly correct methods of united front have been applied.

Objectively this "left” error amounts to an opportunist capitulation
to- ilie reformist enemies of the masses. The united front is a form of
action and nut a form of words; not a proclamation of principles but an
action of heterogeneous masses under revolutionary leadership for con-
crete demands which, at an early stage, are not by any means “revolu-
tionary but which draw the masses into struggle and into the process

“of wu-olutionization in the course of this struggle. It is the most im-
portant form of the tactics by which the C. P. U. S. A. must lead non-
Communist masses, reformist workers, workers who express allegiance to
fatmwiist parties. A. P. of L. workers and the most backward Christian
v orteas. as well as small farmers, clerks and ruined petty-bourgeois ele-
tri&tpw. into struggle against the state of finance-capital which in the
;rr—ynt moment necessarily seeks away out of the economic crisis by

t!tres attacks upon the standards of living of these masses.
* * *

tORK in the reformist unions suffered for a period from an almost

complete desertion of this highly important revolutionary task,
inrough gross misinterpretations that this task is in contradiction to

the task of building the red trade unions and undertaking independent

leadership of struggles. During the past year a partial correction and

some progress have begun, with election victories in a number of local
im-ions, endorsement of the unemployed Insurance movement by 800 locals,
she Cincinnati Conference, etc. But such beginnings of a correction do

s\Dt by any means correspond with the rapid development of radicaliza-

t;on in the reformist unions, their revolt against the bureaucracy and
¦ e heir mood for struggle, so that a number of important and extremely
sharp strike struggles are led by reformists whila we play only a minor
role in seriously challenging the betrayal policy of the bureaucrats who,

<*?.spite the militancy of the workers, succeed in putting over worsened
conditions 'lllinois miners, building trades, etc.). In many cases, com-
rades at work in the reformist unions are too much steeped in legalism

to be able to develop the strike struggles and to give them Independent
leadership. Insufficient grasp of the problem of trade union unity and

failure to expose the reformists as the splitters of the trade unions iespe-

i-iallv among the miners' has severely handicapped the progress of the

red unions The task of exposure is now especially Important as against
the “left” maneuvers <ff the A. F. of L. bureaucracy, the increased activ-

’TtV of the Socialist Party bureaucracy in support of the A. F. of L. bureau-

crats and the ground gained in the strategically important Illinois field
by the left” Musteite bureaucracy which protects the A. F. of L. bureau-
cracy with left and demagogic phrases and even with the building of
“new” unions (P.M.A.) in order to keep the masses chained to reformism.

In the organized unemployment movement more than elsewhere
there has been an uninterrupted progress (even to overcoming seasonal
>lymps 1 , the sporadic nature of the work has been considerably corrected,

r d in 1932 the unemployed councils were able in militant struggles to win
‘ Materia! rt nits for the unemployed masses not only on a small scale, but

In big battles .Cook County, 111., $40,000,000; St. Louis, Birmingham).
' Even in this field the tempo of growth is all too slow.

The overcoming of the worst forms of sectarianism and the conse-
quent developing (even though slowly) of the united front from below

with the masses of workers organized by the reformists has already shown

the possibility of winning the masses away from the treacherous influence

of the reformists 'struggle against 50 per cent cut in relief in Chicago;

against "Borders”) The successful carrying through of the Second Na-

tional Hunger March was a most Important victory which helped to

/stimulate and strengthen the local struggles while at the same time rais-
! ing the whole struggle to a higher plane and leading it more directly

against the capitalist state.
The struggle against imperialist war and for the defense of the Soviet

Union, despite grave weaknesses and glaring errors, has been advanced
to the point of some considerable successes in bringing masses into actual
¦struggle 'demonstration before the Japanese Consulate, Chicago; picket
demonstration at Japanese Embassy, Washington; demonstrations in New
York, Seattle and San Francisco against specific shipments of munitions;
tartly satisfactory participation in Amsterdam Congress; successful

students’ conference against war; raising struggle against imperialist war
and for defense of the U.S.S.R. among new strata of the toiling popula-
tions, e.g. Washington farmers’ conference, Cincinnati A.F.L. rank and

file conference; beginnings of building an F.S.U. and issuance of a special
monthly organ: some systematic work begun in some sections of military
forces; some attempts to turn the veterans’ movement into channels of

struggle against war). However the struggle is hampered by a great and
if&Mrcous underestimation of the danger of war and intervention, ex-
preslfcl at times in the theory that sharpening of Imperialist contradic-
tions aNjomatically reduces the danger of war against the Soviet Union,
and at times expressed in concessions to pacifist ideas concerning the
“peaoe” and “non-aggression” pacts.

• * •

SERIOUS neglect ot struggle against the imperialist ware now raging in

Latin America, instigated by U. S. and British Imperialism, and failure
to support the revolutionary movements of those countries, Is only now
beginning to be corrected.

The chief weaknesses in the struggle against war, arising out of in-
sufficient grounding of the Party In Marxist-Lenlnlst teachings as well

is.insufficient connection with the masses, Is to be found in the sporadic

and unsustalned character of our work, and failure to penetrate the
everyday activities of the trade unions, unemployed councils, etc., with

the living issues of the struggle against war In vital connection with the
s'niggle for the everyday needs of the workers. The most glaring exam-
ple of weaknesses is in the extremely meagre accomplishments In the
struggle against the shipment of munitions.

In the action of the Bonus March, our Party did not at first with full
clarity perceive the objectively revolutionary character of the movement
ks.a v.hole In spite of the petty bourgeois indecision, reactionary pre-

ludlces and military patriotic expressions of this heterogeneous movement
of the unemployed workers, ruined fanners and bankrupt petty business-

men who composed the Bonus March. It was for this reason that the
Party f1) after having initiated the movement, shrank from supporting

Mid stimulating it with all Its power as a mass movement, and sought
first to restrict this movement to one of “mass delegations”; and

¦i at the most critical moment resolved to draw “class lines” within the

1 movement, thus artificially to single out and separate the conscious re-
\ .lutionary elements, while being unwilling to approach the more back-
• :ird ranks, ignoring these and relinquishing the support of the move-
, -n ;¦ whole Instead of developing this movement (which developed

i. ii meouslv despite the erroneous standpoint of the Party! drawing Into
, ne ¦ .11! more '.rata of veterans, the Politburo adopted at first the

I i/jetnnr nf limltm; the movement organizationally. Instead of organlz-

.utu it el .In .(niggles of the veterans, the Daily Worker placed

me Party ¦n the "best friend” of the veterans, and a capitulatory attl-

tude was shown by the error made by the Dally Worker of advising the
veterans to “return home as soon as Congress adjourns.”

The doctrinaire and sectarian weaknesses have not yet been com-
pletely eliminated and were largely responsible for the meagerness of the
activity toward developing the second Bonus Action Initiated by the W.E.
S.L. in the Cleveland Bonus Conference. It Is responsible for the failure
to build a broad united front movement of veterans who are, willingto
struggle for the bonus and has continued our isolation from the rank
and file of the American Legion, the V.F.W., etc.

# *

|*XTREMELY grave errors were committed by the Party when the rob-
« ber attack of the Japanese imperialist armies in Manchuria placed
the question of war before the American Party in a sharper and more
real form than ever before. Although the Party responded to this de-
mand for leadership with considerable success and boldness, the line of
the Party suffered from certain distortions and unclarity, by the failure
to place sharply enough in the forefront of this struggle the fight against
American imperialism. While the Party correctly perceived that the con-
tradictions between rival imperialisms must be utilized to the utmost by
the revolutionary party, yet an inexcusably incorrect application of the
correct principle was made in adopting for a period a conciliatory attitude
toward the speculations of bourgeois correspondents about a possible
“alliance” between the U. S. and U.S.S.R. against Japan (Daily Worker,
April 12). and by failure to distinguish between the correct Leninist
utilization of antagonisms by a proletariat in possession of State power,
and the different forms such utilization by Communist Parties in capit-
alist countries must take (mechanical application to problems in U. S.
of quotations from Lenin referring to problems of Soviet power at the
14th Plenum). The incorrect application of the utilization of the con-
tradictions between the imperialist powers tended to weaken our struggle
against American imperialism. The campaign suffered further from a
certain narrowing down of the mass movement because the Party mis-
takenly adopted as Party slogans those which were not the slogans of the
conscious vanguard of the proletarian masses, but rather the slogans which
express the unripe-revolutionary moods of the masses that are only now
growing toward revolutionary consciousness, slogans to which the Party
must give conditional support but not put forward in its own name.
(“Expel the Japanese imperialist representatives,” etc.) This tendency of
the Party to replace the masses by the Party itself is not unconnected
with its sectarian background.

After the sharp correction of these errors of the Party in the struggle
against war, the Party tended dangerously to make the further and more
serious “error” of “avoiding errors” through a tendency to decreased ac-
tivity and over-cautiousness.

VII.

Work xVinong the Negro Masses
The correct program of the Party on the Negro question and the

development and leadership in the struggles for Negro rights (Scottsboro,
election campaign, unemployed struggles, North and South, beginnings
of organization among Negro share-croppers) has brought the Party in-
creasingly forward before the broad masses of Negroes as the leader of
their struggle for national liberation. These activities taking place on
the background of the crisis and deepening discontent of the Negro
masses have brought the Negro question sharply to the fore as a question
of major importance in the political life of the country as a whole. The
actual significance of the Negro liberation movement as a powerful factor
In the sharpening of the crisis of American imperialism lias been tre-
mendously Increased.

While the Party has been able to get the attention and interest of
large masses in its program on the Negro question, this is not resulting
sufficiently In mobilization for struggles to carry this program through
according to the objective possibilities. This is due to the following main
weaknesses:

a) The failure to conduct energetic, sustained and consistent local
struggles in defense of the everyday economic and political demands of
the Negro masses.

b) Hesitation and timidity in the application of the united front
tactic (Scottsboro, election, etc.) Mistakes in the application of the united
front (failure to put forward at all times our independent line and main-
tain at all times a critical attitude towards the Negro reformists).

c) Insufficient struggle against and concrete exposure of the Negro
reformists.

d) Lack of a real political struggle against white chauvinism among
the masses and its reflection in the Party, due largely to a still existing
unclarity with regard to the national revolutionary character of the Ne-
gro question, which is at the bottom of many of the weaknesses of the
whole work of the Party among the Negro masses.

In the work of the red trade unions, and in the work among the un-
employed councils, the lack of clarity on the Negro question is expressed
by the leadership of a number of the unions in the failure to understand
the necessity to put forward special demands for the Negro masses (right
to all jobs, equal pay for equal work, admission of the Negro to the re-
formist unions, fight against discrimination of the Negroes in layoffs,
giving ofrelief, against high rents, etc.).

The events of December 19 in Tallapoosa County, in which the at-
tempt to expropriate the live stock of the Negro farmers led to armed
resistance by the share-croppers, shows clearly that at the present time
the Negro question In the South constitutes one of the most sensitive
sectors in the home front of American imperialism—a point where re-
volutionary explosions are most imminent. “Every act of national op-
pression calls forth resistance on the part of the masses of the popula-
tion, and the tendency of every act of resistance on the part of the op-
pressed peoples is the national uprising.” This situation clearly indicates
that while strengthening and developing the work among the Negro
masses in the North, the center of gravity of the Party's work among
the Negro masses must be in the South. This requires the full unfolding
of the Communist program, especially in relation to the agrarian revo-
lution and self-determination. ,

VIII.

Work Among the Farmers
The agrarian crisis and the wholesale expropriation of the farmers

proceeding therefrom is already giving rise to a whole series of mass
struggles of an objectively revolutionary character (farmers strike move-
ment, Pennsylvania anti-eviction fights, North and South Dakota resist-
ance to forced sales, Tallapoosa County struggle, etc.) Through the pro-
gressive clarification of the Party on the agrarian question that has been
proceeding since the 7th Convention, the Party was prepared to partici-
pate effectively in this rising movement. The Party unhesitatingly par-
ticipated in the farmers’ strike movement, on the basis of the unity of
farmers and workers for joint struggle against monopoly-capital, against
high prices in the city and low prices to the farmers. The Party raised
the question of a struggle against evictions and through the leadership
of the movement led by the U.F.L. stimulated such struggles in many
farming communities. The Party was able to initiate and develop a broad
farmers national relief conference and through this to unify and poli-
ticalize the farmers’ struggles on a national scale; to bring together Ne-
gro and white farmers for joint struggle; to expose not only the false
promises of the agrarian bloc of Republican and Democratic parties and
especially the Roosevelt allotment schemes, but also the leadership of
the established farmers organizations as mere attachments to the old
parties. This conference also was able to develop to a higher stage the
work begun in the localities of bringing the fanners in closer alliance to
the workers’ movement. The great weakness of the agrarian work is still
that it is largely detached from the everyday work of the district and
section organizations, especially of those districts which are centers of
industry and that completely neglect a large surrounding farm popula-
tion. This was reflected in the insufficient development of the election
campaign among the farmers. Work among the agrarian masses—among
the white and Negro farmers, must not remain the work of certain special
districts or of selected comrades. It must become the work of the entire
Party,

IX.

Penetration of the Shops
Backwardness of the Party in penetration of the shops, 1.e., building

the basic units of the Party within the factories, conducting real work
of organizing and leading the struggles of the workers inside of the fac-
tories, and the concentration of this process upon well selected large
establishments of basic industry—this alarming weakness of the Party
has persisted throughout our Party life, but its continuation cannot be
tolerated in the present moment of rapid development toward higher
forms of decisive struggle, without disastrous results to the Party and to
the working class. The Bth Convention of the Party must win the entire
membership both Ideologically and in practice to look upon this funda-
mental task as the main lever for the winning of the majority of the
working class. This will require the overcoming of the most deep-rooted
weaknesses which have placed the Party during the period since the
7th Convention, in a position of having lost ground in shop work for the
most part., with only small gains in the face of unprecedented oppor-
tunities.

A decided step In advance toward the serious beginning of systematic
penetration of the factories was shown in the two shop conferences held
December 31-January l. But a large part of the service of these shop
conferences consisted In precisely showing up of the appalling weak-
nesses and the nature of these weaknesses.

The penetration of large chemical plants, munition factories, etc.,
prerequisites for serious struggle against war, has remained a resolution
on paper. The , enetration of the steel mills, while resulting in splendid
success on a relatively small scale, where even the slightest serious work
has been done (Warren. O.), has hardly gone beyond the slightest be-
ginnings. In the machine industry, with small exceptions 'Detroit. New
Jersey) very little has been accomplished, while in the railroad industry
the beginning has been negligible and in coal mining distinct losses have
been suffered. In light industries some progress is to be noted in needle
and textile.

The concentration program hm only been applied in u most formal
and mechanical manner in most cases, hampered by bureaucratic methods

in those places where concentration formally occurred; scores of com-
rades sent from the outside, but the actual training of Communists and
sympathetic workers already working inside was in most cases not seri-
ously undertaken.

<r •* V

THE increased activity of the workers in the shops, therefore, must be

attributed in. a large degree to spontaneous causes and not as yet to
our organized guidance and initiative. Our work has mainly been limited
to small and medium sized plants and light industry. During 1932, when
the strongest incentive was given to the Party through the 14th Plenum
Resolution, we failed to lead any strikes in the large factories and plants
in the concentration districts, with the exception of the Warren steel
strike and the Detroit auto workers’ strikes.

The fundamental causes of weakness are, first, the neglect of the
concentration problem, and then habitual isolation of Party members in
the factories from intimate association, from “mixing” with non-Com-
munist and reformist workers, and consequent lack of sensitiveness to
the daily and hourly frictions and issues growing up in the factories;
therefore a failure to take up the most elementary and petty grievances,
to expose concretely the employers and social-fascist leaders, to develop
partial struggles towards strikes and higher forms of struggle witli sys-
tematic agitation and organization, learning the workers’ own ideas as
to their needs and concretizing these through our shop papers. The failure
of district, and section committees as well as the central committee to
give systematic guidance to comrades working in factory nuclei and trade
union groups, the failure of these leading organs of the Party to help
develop new cadres within the factories and to solve the many and in-
finite problems in the factory regarding methods of work and the safe-
guarding of our units from company spies, has greatly retarded the
growth of our factory units. Even where units are established it partly
accounts for their failure to become leaders of the workers in the given
factory’.

Our shop papers and leaflets have until now been weak through their
failure concretely to seize upon the burning issues in the shops and to
link these issues with the general political situation and position of the
working class as a whole as a result of the economic crisis and the offen-
sive of the capitalist class generally (with notable exceptions, Trenton
Doll strike, etc.).

t « •

IN our penetration of the factories a genuine bolshevik understanding of
the tactics of the united front becomes imperative, and weaknesses of

such an understanding, arising out of the traditional isolation and sec-
tarianism of the Party, are inseparable from the failure of the Party

thus far to root itself in the factories. A necessity is to unite all workers
organized and unorganized, white and Negro, native and foreign born,
women and youth, on specific concrete issues arising out of the daily life
of the shops, taking up specific grievances of each group to win it over
to struggle; this objectively revolutionary task is too often sacrificed to
abstract issues, formal “revolutionary programs”, third-rate issues (re-

ligion, etc.) which the workers as a whole do not feel to be expressions
of their own grievances. To attain this unity it is necessary to destroy

or weaken the influence of the social-fascist and company union agents
of the employers inside the factories and also those influences exercised
upon the workers from the outside.

The hesitation and sectarian timidity about proposing concrete meas-
ures for uniting the members of reformist organizations together with
the revolutionary and unorganized workers for joint' struggles against
specific grievances on the basis of the united front from below, and with-
out mechanically placing the joining of revolutionary organizations as
conditions for unity, is a handicap without the overcoming of which it
would be impossible for the Party to penetrate the basic industries of
the country, and equally impossible to build the revolutionary trade unions.
Tlie establishment of the most comradely relations with the rank and
file workers of social-fascist organizations, is not opposed to, but on the
contrary, is the other half of the same action as the merciless exposure
of the social-fascist leaders —necessary to win these workers from their
influence to struggles and to the revolutionary unions and Party leader-
ship.

0 * *

WITHIN the factories the abstract nature of our work has resulted In
an almost complete overlooking of the necessity to take up all griev-

ances arising out of the oppression of national groups, i.e., Negro work-
ers, Mexican workers, Philippine, Japanese. Chinese and other foreign
born workers. The Party groups must specifically organize women work-
ers fighting against violation of factory laws, against insults and per-
secution by foremen, for equal pay for equal work, special rest periods,
etc., and must win the organized support of these struggles by the men
workers; calling special meetings and delegate conferences periodically
to discuss grievances and work out the demands arising out of the dis-
cussions of the workers themselves.

Every shop nucleus of the Party is responsible for the most sys-
tematic and tireless efforts, in cooperation with the Y.C.L. to establish
nuclei of the Y.C.L. within the same factory, while special attention must
be paid to the demands of the young workers in the factory.

The unemployment struggle must be carried into the basic masses
of employed workers through systematic agitation in the factories for the
demands of the unemployed and of part time workers for unemployment
relief and for social insurance. Wfthin the factory the Party units must
take the initiative in organizing struggle against mass dismissals, and for
compensation when such dismissals take place. Os great importance is
struggle against over time work, for a union wage Scale with compensa-
tion for waiting time (steel mills, etc.), against forced contributions to
fake Insurance schemes and community funds, against eviction from
company houses of workers formerly employed by the company, for ele-
mentary demands of the unemployed, i.e.. water, heating, free coal, etc.,
thus uniting the employed and unemployed in partial struggles.

The training of the smallest groups and even of individual com-
rades to be able skillfully to carry on Bolshevik work inside the factories
In heavy and trustified industry must be regarded not only as a task
of a few comrades but as a task of all the leading and experienced com-
rades and those who cannot undertake patiently this work cannot be
considered worthy of leadership in the Communist Party. District and
section buros must frequently hold meetings with comrades working in
concentration factories, or in any other factories, and together examine
the work and develop through personal and political guidance, new and
fresh cadres, while ail our training schools must particularly devote
special courses to factory work.

X.

Bolshevization of the Party
The problem of Bolshevization of the Party, i.e., the problem of

strengthening and qualifying the Party to take over the leadership of
great mass movements, to lead the working class and exploited masses
in the course of economic and political struggles, to the impending fight
for power, for the dictatorship of the proletariat—is placed sharply be-
fore the Eighth Convention of the Party by the end of capitalist stabil-
ization.

The problem of Bolshevization can be solved only by ruthless struggle
on two fronts; against open opportunism, the right danger, the main
danger, and against opportunism covered by “left” phrases. The chief
common basis for both the main right danger and "leftism” is the sec-
tarianism and isolation of our Party from the masses in spite of the
response of these masses to revolutionary struggles.

That this sectarianism appears at this time as the chief obstacle
of the Party is not accidental. The unprecedented violence of the eco-
nomic crisis which has dislocated whole sections of the population, throw-
ing millions of the working class, fanners and ex-soldiers of mixed class
composition into direct mass activity—has suddenly placed before the
C.P.U.S.A. unprecedented demands for leadership of masses never be-
fore led by our Party, “old American” Kentucky miners, impoverished
lowa farmers, ex-soldiers of only partly working class character, Alabama
Negroes, share-croppers, farm laborers and small landowners, etc., in
mass actions of a size and character never before undertaken by our Party.

• • •

OUR relatively small Party, which is just emerging in the course of these
same struggles from its original character as a Party composed mainly

of immigrant workers isolated from the native masses and consequently
of extremely sectarian ideology and party file—experienced a severe
strain of its organizational and political capacities as a result of these new
demands for leadership The narrow sectarianism, carried over into
this moment of rapidly rising mass struggles, inevitably becomes the chief
source of hesitation and vacillation in the face of these mass struggles
and at the same time of a series of "left." errors of equally opportunist
character. This gives the most serious warning of tlie need of a funda-
mental change in our Party life, of relentless war against sectarianism,
and struggle to root our Party in the work shops and factories, to estab-
lish the most intimate connection with the basic American proletariat and
exploited masses, with the ideological oreparation of our Partv
tatingly to seize the leadership of the rising mass struggles and to develop
these Into higher political forms. Tlie bolshevization of the Party is
inseparably bound up with the transformation of the Party into a mass
Party through the drawing into its ranks of the vast numbers of new
native American as well as foreign-born workers who are rising in the
course of the present increasing struggles and the multiplication of its
cadres with worker "actives" drawn from the mass struggle itself.

The problem of bolshevization cannot be solved alone by Ideological

means: the bolshevization of the Party Includes first of all the rooting of
the Party deep into the great masses of the proletariat in the workshops,
mills, mines and factories of the basic industries of the country. It is
absolutely essential tn this moment of transition to a new round of wars
between capitalist states and of revolutions, to penetrate with the actual
basic organizations of the Party the large steel plants, mines, railroad
shops, ship building, munition factories, etc., to make each of these estab-
lishments the stronghold of the revolutionary party, to make these Party

nuclei In the basic industries the fundamental core of the Party itself.
Only in this way can the Party establish the extensive and firm connec-
tions with tlie working class, with the decisive sections of the proletariat,
without whose mobilization in active struggle the proletarian revolution
will be impossible

Tlie Eighth Convention of the Communist Party ot the United

States declares the most relentless warfare against sectarianism in the
Party and in the mass organizations (in the first place in the trade unions)

which alone can give the Party the necessary rapid advance toward bol-
shevization which is the imperative demand of this moment and- of the
end of capitalist stabilization and of unprecedented calls upon our revo-
lutionary Party to lead great struggles of the American masses. •,

’¦
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Problems of Party Growth
While the political influence of the Party is steadily increasing afid a

considerable number of workers are joining the Party, the actual growth
continues at an extremely slow pace. The Seventh Convention recorded
an approximate registered membership of 15,000, with an actual dues
payment of 8.200. Since then 36,000 joined the Party. The influx of new
elements into the Party during the past two years emphasizes the powerful
attraction of the Party to large masses of toilers. Today there are an
actual 19,000 members in the Party, while the year 1932 showed an average
dues payment of 15,000 For seven years the membership of the J’arty
did not exceed 10,000 dues paying members. This Is the first' definite
increase to be recorded in the membership since 1924. But at the same
time, the constant tremendous turnover sharply exposes the inability of
the Party to maintain its full gains. This situation is greatly accentuated
by the fact that even older members are constantly leaving the Party
(3,000 of those who were members prior to 1930 are in the Party today).
Furthermore, 80 per cent of the new recruits during the last period ’«>tne
from the ranks of the unemployed, while there exists an almost complete
stagnation in the growth of the membership in the shop nuclei. Today,
only 4 per cent of the membership is employed in Industrial enterprises.

While at the Seventh Convention wr e had approximately 200 Negro
members, at least 10 per cent of the membership are Negro workers today,
with almost half of this number in Chicago. A definite but in most Dis-
tricts insufficient improvement can therefore be recorded in the winning
of Negroes for the Party. However, the proportion of fluctuation -of
Negroes is much greater than among other sections recruited into the
Party.

The conception of “special recruiting drives” replacing the daily' sys-
tematic building of the Party in the course of the mass activity, is one
of the main factors causing the fluctuation. The recruiting drives in the
past were completely divorced from the mass work of the Party, limited
to internal directives on how to carry through the recruiting drive, with
no mass appeal to the workers to join the Party. The bureaucratic setting
of quotas by the center and district without a concrete analysis of the
particular situation resulted In insufficient recruitment from the factories,
trade - unions and other mass organizations. An improvement in the
methods and planned regulation of recruitment w’ould curtail to a large
extent the present fluctuation. But this alone will not solve the problem

A fundamental change in the activity of our Party units is the key
to overcoming the very serious fluctuation The directives of the 14th
Plenum Resolution that “nine-tenths of all the work of the lower organi-

zations must be concentrated directly on the work among the masses,
and not, as at present, in countless inner meetings,” still holds good
today. To fulfill this task, the Party units must be basically transformed
from narrow inner circles into live political bodies, alert and sensitive
to the needs of the W’orkers, discussing their grievances and how the unit
can initiate, develop and lead the struggles of the workers around these
grievances. This necessitates, furthermore, the broad application of inner
democracy in our Party • units, involving the entire membership in the
collective working out of the tasks and laying the basis for the individual
responsibility in carrying them out instead of the present mechanical and
arbitrary assignment of work which stifles the initiative of the units.
The prevailing situation in many organizations in the Party wherebythe
higher committees appoint the leadership of the lower organs, is to be
replaced by the democratic elections of the leadership.

» • *

THE units are involved in performing many intricate and diverse tasks
which in reality are tasks of the various mass organizations around

the Party. To shift the burden from the unit membership of these activ-
ities requires the proper mobilization of the non-Party workers in the
mass organizations around their specific tasks. The Party membete in
the organizations should be the driving force in the activization mt Wiese
non-Party masses. Thus, the units cannot underestimate the very im-
portant w’ork‘conducted by these comrades and should help to properly
guide their work and coordinate it with the unit activities.

The Party is faced sharply with the problem of raising the political
level and understanding not only of the new members but of the entire
membership, since 80 per cent of those in the Party today have come
in during the last two years. This necessitates aside from the political
education of the entire membership, a careful distribution of work in
the units, comradely supervision and guidance to the new members by
the higher committees, developing these new members step by step intc
conscious revolutionists. There exists the erroneous conception that the
new members are full-fledged Communists as soon as they enter the
Party. This expresses itself in over-burdening the new members with
too many tasks, tearing them away from their former environment, con-
tacts and organization in which they were active. When such members
drop out of the Party this does not result in a serious examination on tjie
part of the units of the causes which lead to members dropping out, but
in condemnations of those workers as “no good elements.” The Party
units should carefully follow up all workers who have left the Party and
win them back by exterminating the causes which have driven these
workers from our ranks. ->u

Eight years after the historic decision of the Comintern to transfer the
organizational base of the Party to the shops, after Innumerable decisions
and documents of our own Party on this question, we can register only
slight beginnings in the carrying out of this most important task. The
fact that scores of shop nuclei were built up during this period and have
now’ entirely disappeared is not only due to the lay-offs and shutdowns
in factories but in the main to the lack of day to day guidance of the
higher committees to the existing shop units. This failure of the leader*
ship to supervise the work of the shop units, to aid them in developing
proper conspiratorial methods of work, has resulted In premature end
unnecessary’ exposures of tlie individual members and whole organiza-
tions, or complete passivity of many shop units.
Our street units have been involved in Important actions primarily around
section, district and national campaigns. The units have developed many
struggles in the neighborhoods around the grievances of the unemployed,
but we have not yet succeeded to rally large masses around these issues
in the neighborhoods and particularly for broader political issues. Thur

the Party organizations have not yet become tlie recognized leaders of the
toiling masses in the neighborhoods and towns. Furthermore, our street
units have not been instrumental through careful supervision of the work
of Individual members in the shop and through concentration on impor-
tant factories, to root the Party in tlie shop. These weaknesses in the
units can be overcome by our Party only if (a) a stable leadership is
developed in each unit instead of constantly shifting, and removing lead-
ing unit functionaries; (b! if the higher committees will give major
attention through systematic contact and guidance in developing the
initiative of the lower organizations; (c) by surrounding the Party unit
with a wide strata of non-Party actives who should be systematically
drawn into the activities in the neighborhood and shop.

The Leninist conception of Party cadres: "The Communist Organizer,
Party worker, must not be ritniiar to a social democratic responsible"
functionary and official, the Communist Organizer must lead and work
among the masses in the factory, in the shop, in the mine.” (Fifth
Plenum of the E. C. C. I.), has not as y’et permeated our Party. With
the result that little attention is given to the development of new forces
that have arisen in the recent struggles (miners, textiles, veterans’ march,
unemployed struggles, etc.), who have intimate contact with the masses
and are known by them. ; .

Since the Seventh Convention the Party cadres have not 'been
sufficiently enlarged by the drawing in of new proletarian elements.
Thus the leadership in the districts, while participating more or less in
the local struggles, did not arise and grow out of these struggles but In
most cases consist of outside forces. At the same time, the leadership ot
the sections and districts are not connected with the decisive sections ol
the proletariat, but are composed in the main of full time fimcttohdrles
who have been divorced from the masses of workers in factories in wbioli
they were employed in the past. The C. C. which today consists prima-
rily of functionaries faces the task at the coming convention of drawing
in fresh proletarian forces from the factories.

* # *

SYSTEMATIC selection of the best militant elements from the factories,
mines, from the struggles of the employed and unemployed; proper

training; correct policy in the assignment of work; systematic follow up
and constant help and guidance of these forces will forge the necessary-
strong party cadres. This necessitates first of all: a) break with mecha-
nical assignments and constant reshifting of Party forces; b) Constant
supervision and aid to these comrades, to avoid demoralization and lose
ot many new forces: c) the establishment of district, section, regional
schools and regular functionaries conferences for the training of Party
cadres; d) the systematic selection of students for these training schools
by carefully choosing Party members from the most important fronts of
the Party work - concentration factories, unions, cities and section*
and sending these comrades back to the places from which they capie:
e) further development of the older cadres by enabling them to spend
a certain amount of time for self-study as an important Party task

XII

The Most Urgent Tasks of the Party
The immediate tasks of the Party as formulated in the resolutions

of the 14th CC Plenum and of the 12th Plenum of the E. C, C. 1., gave
the direction for the Party’s work in the whole next period. None of
these tasks have yet been accomplished, and In most ot them only the
barest beginnings have as yet been made.

The chief obstacle in the way of unfolding u correct mass policy

(Continued on Page Slxl
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GREEN’S BUROCRATS EXPEL WEINSTOCK, 8 OTHERS FROM A. F. L
ROMANIA ARMY
KILL 7, WOUND 16
HEROIC STRIKERS
Eight U. S. Bosses;

Aroused
'

Thruout the Land
'

' BULLETIN
I&UCHAREST, Feb. 17. —Police

list, night arrested 100 Communist
. workers at Ploestl. following rom-
plafnts of officials of the Romana
Americana, Standard Oil subsid-
iatj.! of the imminence of revolu-
tionary outbreaks In that oil center.

.The workers have called a mass
nifcetfng for this afternoon to pro-
test" against the arrests.

Kill 7, Wound 16
J3EPCHAREST, Feb. 17. -Swen

strikers were killed and 16 mortally
wounded yesterday when the Rou-
manian- Government hurled its troops
ln'j» murderous attack on 4,000 strik-
ing- workers of the Government rail-
way repair shops here. Scores of
other, strikers received serious bullet
and bayonet wounds.

The. strikers, who had barricaded
themselves in the railway repair
aiitrps. replied with revolver fire. Two
Soldiers were killed and over a score
wounded.

Rain of Machine-Gun Bullets
The attack on the strikers was

begun with a rain of machine gun
bullets, the troops raking the build-
ings ¦with machine guns, which had
been- massed for the purpose. After
15; minutes of intense machine-gun
fire, rite order was given the troops
to fix bayonets and charge. A fierce
hand-to-hand conflict followed. The
workers had few weapons, but gave a
good .account of themselves.

The wives and children of the
barricaded workers, supported by

thousands of workers and unem-
ployed, poured toward the scene of
the battle from all sections of the
citji in an attempt to break through

the strong military and police cor-
dons to go to the aid of their
fellows. Many clashes occurred
throughout the city.

Fight to Release Prisoners
The survivors of the 4,000 strikers

were arrested and transported in
h?S?Hy guarded motor trucks to the
cehtfar prison. At several points,
workers' stormed the guarded trucks
in attempts to release the prisoners. <
Tlfb' Tnurderous capitalist govern-
ment" is now threatening to court- :
martial over 270 of the strikers.

An emergency meeting of the Cab-
inet has been called to consider fur-
ther. brutal repressive measures to
quell she growing unrest. The king

i his: rooming was in secret confer-
chefetwith General Ujka, command-
ingr.ths' Bucharest garrison. Trans-
port ~Mirinter Mirto and Interior Min-
ister ‘Mironescu.

J Meanwhile the revelation of the
miguwrtcf government funds by King
Carol*; for the support of his par-
:utfotu\-.:Mme. Lupescu, is adding to
the'excitement. It has been brought
out.ip-tiie Seriate that a sum of 26
mlUftpa.-lei intended for the Rou-
manian- air force had been used by
Carpi Aq purchase the Palace Mamaia
for his paramour. Mme. Lupescu is
in. flighfc to the Riviera, where she
intgids to remain until the scandal
“Hows over.”

The.'.government, which has de-
clared ; martial law over large parts
of JMUtoania in its attempt to crush
the' Strike struggles of the workers, is
now J ,pii.shtng plans for a military
dictatorship,

' ¦ yjgijt on u J* Bosses
Tae- present strike struggles were j

prettfitokted by a wage cut by the
Romano-Americana Oil Company, a
subsidiary of the Standard O’l Com-
ppnny.'tbe same company which is
rutfcfessiy slashing the wages of its
workers; in the U. S. The toilers of
the U. 'S. are faced with the class
duty" af-supportlng their Roumanian
fellow workers. Rush protests to
Premier Vbivod, Bucharest, Rou-
man.la. and to the Roumanian Lega-
tion in Washington.

-

FILM SHOWING AIDS DAILY1

BROOKLYN. N. SSbnA showing of
tbs Djiily Worker film, "The Strng-
:ie for Bread ' at the Bridge Plaza

Workers Club. 235 Rodney St., on
TulsMy evening, resulted in the col-
lection of S2O for the "Daily” fund.
Ed-Rftyee spoke on the role of the
workers' press. The members of the
clotr plan a series of further affairs
to :riUse their quota of $75 in the
Daily Worker drive.

r N!Fi. WOMENS’ I)AV

VIARCH Bth

I WOMEN IN SHOP
COLLAPSE AT JOB

Improper Ventilation
Causes Accident

JERSEY CITY, N. J„ Feb. 17.
While, throughout the country women
woirlprs and working class house-
wives, are preparing to celebrate In-
teractional Women’s Day March 8
as a,(Jay of struggle for bettering the
conditions of the working women, an
acctdeUt occurred here yesterday
wliiqh reveals sharply the terrible

conditions to Which tens of thousands
of women workers are forced to earn
theft; miserable wages.

FoUr women working for the Bay-
vlejr,Pants Co., 297 Ocean Ave., col-
lapsed because of lack of oxygen
(proper ventilation) in the factory 1.
The collapse of the four workers
strongly affected the 45 other work-
ers and three other women became
hysterical. The protests of the work-
ers Caused the boss to open the win-
dow*!, relieving the stifling condition
in tut shop.

Th'e four unconscious workers. Mrs.
Frances Martonc, Anna Testa. Anna
Repin and Anna Ctnomo. were re-
vived by inhalator treatment.

ONLY 20 PER CENT OF THE
‘DAILY* DRIVE QUOTA

RAISED IN FIRST MONTH

Miami Shooting; and New Drive of Reaction
(Editorial, Continued from Page 1)

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE/

surance, tnat such measures are being pushed forward.
In other words, it is for the purpose of depriving the American labor-

ing people of the last shreds of democratic rights. It is for the purpose
of beating the standards of living of the working class and farmers down
to the level of serfs. It is for the purpose of compelling more than 16,-
000,000 unemployed workers literally to starve their way through to a
hoped for end of the economic crisis, and to accomplish the wholesale
expropriation of millions of farmers of their land and their entire life’s
labor for the benefit of the farm loan bankers and insurance companies.
These are the real reasons why such measures are being so rabidly pushed
at this time. And to close the eyes of the masses of workers and farmers
to this foul plan, the capitalist gutter press is screaming these lies to con-
vince the masses of the insane iies that what the Communist Party is
calling them to do is to commit futile, stupid, trivial and senseless bloody
crimes against individual representatives of the capitalist class!

* * *

IT is necessary to defeat the drives against the workers and farmers which
are being taken up under cover of the incident as Miami!

It is necessary to raise in every trade union, in every American Fed-
eration of Labor organization as well as in every revolutionary trade union,
in every Socialist Party local /(in spite of the treachery of the Socialist
Party leaders!) in every mass organization, benefit society, etc., of the
ivorking class, and in every organization of rank and file working farmers
—the question of the growing fascist reaction which is especially stimu-
lated now. It is necessary to introduce the light lor and carry through
the resolutions against the Eslick Bill and against the Dies Bill.

The question of the nature or the revolutionary program and tactics,
which is raised by the cloud of lies around the Miami incident, has to do
not only with matters of ultimate struggle, but also of the immediate
struggle for bread today!

Again we repeat that every conscious worker and farmer must make
it his business to give his greatest strength and energy to the mobiliza-
tion ih every city and town and village on March 4th to place before the

Federal and local governments the immediate demands of the masses
against starvation!

All out for March 4th!
Down with growing reaction!
Defeat the Dies and Eslick Bills!

Expelled by Green

SjfpP'

w

bq.li
Loui* Weillstock, secretary of the

A. F. of L. Committee for Unem-
ployment Insurance, expelled from
the Painters Union by the huro-
erats under Green’s orders for de-
fending the interests of the mem-
bers. (See story on page 3).

I. L. D. lawyers showed up the type
of witnesses the prosecution used to
convict Weinstein, proved the integ-
rity of the witnesses for the defense
and in describing the character of
each one told of “Rose” who had
testified in the framed strikeleaders
behalf. He said, speaking to the jury
and the workers, “Then you saw the
girl. Out of work for two years like
16,000,000 other unemployed. She
might have become a night club hos-
tess. She was not; She threw her lot
with the Workers International Re-
lief. She cooked for the strikers. She
helped them in their struggle. Do
you think that girl was lying? I do
not!

Workers Crowd Court
Workers crowded the courtroom. At

one time the judge threatened to clear
the courtroom if the workers con-
tinued to demonstrate their sympathy
for the fighting ex-serviceman.

Those “Kind” Police
The prosecutor, Mr. Frank, in his

summary again tried to drag a “red”
herring across the courtroom He
lyingly stated that workers had ar-
ranged the assault. He spoke of the
International Workers Order chil-
dren’s school w'hich is also the strike
headquarters as the place where the
workers “arranged the assault where
children were supposed to be taught
Hebrew with a picture of Lenin on
the wall.” Brodsky stopped this but
Frank continued with “Do you think
the word of God was being taught
there?” He painted the police and
dicks lily white and said they were
kind and Would never think of fram-
ing any one! He even tried to bring
in a cry of foreigners from Brooklyn
and said: We are not concerned with
the strike situation in Brooklyn. We
are proud of this community, we’re
proud of our 1,300,000 people living in
this Community and we’re proud Os
our judicial system. This in the face
of the hundreds of thousands of un-
employed in the Bronx, the Tammany
politicians like Frank, himself who
control the "community” and with a
judge, Croake of Plattsburg, from up-
state, on the bench.

The judge will charge the jury

Monday morning at 10 o’clock. Work-
ers, especially ex-servicemen are urged
to come to the Bronx County Court
at Tremont St. and Arthur Ave., on
the seventh floor.

C. I. Jobless Council
Stops Two Evictions

NEW YORK.—In spite Os the mar-
shal and the police, the Unemployed

I Council of Coney Island prevented
two evictions, at 2923 and 2936 West
24th Street, Coney Island, Thursday.
The three ts of the landlords’ asso-
ciation were of no avail and could
not break the solidarity of the Coney
Island workers.

Meetings were immediately ar-
ranged by the Council in front of
the houses which belong to a Mr.
Shapiro. The streets were soon filled
with ivorkers, who defeated the plan
of evicting a sick tenant.

PATERSON, A'. J. |

DailgJSWorke

CELEBRATION & DANCE
TONIGHT

\>fr Worker Center
222 Paterson Street

Admission 30 Cenis

PASSAIC, N. J.
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al 8 P. M.
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Attention conn.ides of Newark!
Now Playing

I ‘Kameradschaft’
OR

‘Comradeship’
I

The First Workers’ Picture from Europe

I AN EPTC OF LABOR

TRY TO DISRUPT
MOVE FOR REAL

JOBLESS AID
Weinstock Foug-ht Pay

Cuts in the Black
Bill

NEW YORK.—With nine painters
expelled in defiance of the union
Constitution from the Brotherhood by
District Council No. 9 Thursday night.
the threats made against the A. F. of
L. rank and file by President Green
in his attack on Louis Weinstock be-
fore the Senate Judiciary Sub-
committee found its concrete ex-
pression.

Those expelled are: Hans Simon-
sen of Local 230, Louis Weinstock—-
-499, Harry Rothstein—49o, Sam Bo-
garad—9os, Irving Redler—l2l, Isa-
tiore Sachs —21, William Gersh—B92.
Max Boardman —490, Simon Solomon
—490.

Wave of Explosion
The explusion action so far effects

members of seven different locals.
But with 13 other members of various
locals facing trial under the same
charges today, and 7 additional mem-
bers coming up for trial on Satur-
day, Feb. 25th, the explusion drive by
the officialdom will assume whole-
sale proportions. The locals are being
urged not to recognize these expul-
sions carried through by the bureau-
crats in defiance of the union rules.

The explusion of the nine members,
grew out of charges based on the
proceedings at the Mock Trial ar-
ranged by the rank and file on Jan-
uary 14, 1933. But the majority of
those expelled, as well as those now
under charges, took no part what-
ever, at the trial.

Expose Officials
The Mock Trial was held In res-

ponse to the requests of rank and file
members of numerous locals, and
practically all of the District Council
officials themselves participated in
the trial.

Louis Weinstock acted as prosecu-
tor, and brought numerous charges
against the District Council and the
General Executive Board officialdom.
The Council officials failed to answer
the charges brought by Weinstock,
that the union was losing members
while spending huge sums on so-
called organizers. But the charges
were unanimously upheld by some of
500 painters pre*vit at the trial.

Indications of the present attack on
the progressive section of the Broth-
erhood and the rank and life gen-
erally were to be found first In the
manuevers of the General Executive
Board to postpone the painters con-
vention scheduled for the month of
September this year, and again in the
speech of Pres. Green in Washing-
ton.

Purpose of Explosions
The explusions are aimed to disrupt

the rank and file movement in the
A. F. of L. for unemployment In-
surance.

This rank and file movement was
endorsed by more than 1,000 local
unions throughout the country, and
forced the officialdom of the A. F. of
L to reverse its previous obdurate
attitude and to adopt a plank in
favor of unemployment insurance.

Fought Pay Cuts
On January 10th, 1933 the rank and

file Committee for Unemployment In-
surance and Relief sent its Secretary,
Weinstock, with the approval of his
local union, to Washington to attend
the hearings of the so-called 30 hour
Black Bill, where he proposed the in-
clusion of a minimum wage provi-
sion to the bill and no further re-
duction in pay for the workers.

For this stand he was viciously
attacked by President Green who
together with the A. F. of L. Execu-
tive endorsed pay cutting the Black
Bill.

A. F. of L. locals throughout the
country should immediately send in
protests aaginst the explusions of the
militant workers.

LOWEST
Rates to the
Soviet Union
$ 187“

Include* complete round trip
pas*aye, New York to Lenin-

iriae- 3rd rr nrn, FIVE DAYS
in the U. S. S. R„ with hotels,
meals, sightseeing, theatre, etc.,
and Soviet visa good for 30 days
stay in any part of the Soviet
Union.

SAILINGS
Feb. —S.S. New York
Mar. 15—S.S. Bremen
Mar. 24— SJS. Puri s
Apr.l3—S.S.Deutschland
Apr. 16—S.S. Bremen
May 4—S. S. Acquitanla
May 14—S.S. Europa

and other sailings

FOR FIRTHIH INFORMATION

World Tourists,
INC.

17.4 fifth Ave. New York City
Tel. AL*. 4-06.54-7-8

Soviet Land Tours
•

can also be purchased at any
of our branch offices:

14 Harrinon Ave.. Boston, Man*.
H No. Clark 81., Chicago, 111.

1308 Broadway, Detroit,iMich.
808 Engineer* Bldg., Cleveland, Ok
400 Columbian Bldg., Washington, BX.
479 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pfe.

Connecticut Noses Ahead of Boston, Which Drops to Fourth Place in
Ratings; Collections Still Far from Sufficient!

Donations from Monday to
Thursday inclusive were $971.-
51, a drop of over SIOO from
the previous half-week's total.
And this fall would have been
far greater if Thursday’s do-
nations had not risen some-
what above the previous days’
average.

New York still leads all districts
in per centage of its quota achieved,
with 38 per cent. But here it must
be stated that New York’s increase
over the last tabulation is very small,
only 3.1 per cent. New York do-
nated only $366.39, as compared with
the previous half-weeks $730.32. In
other words, contributions from the
New York District declined by one-
half!

Buffalo, with 25.1 per cent, is in j
second place, although Connecticut is
creeping up on it, with 24.8. As it
stands, Connecticut succeeded in forg-

ing ahead of Boston, which dropped
to fourth place, with 22.6 per cent
of its quota achieved. •

Pittsburgh’s 20.5 per cent keeps it
in fifth place in the ratings.

Altogether, only 20 per cent of
the entire national quota has been
achieved after more than one
month of the financial drive.

Seven districts have not yet con-
tributed even ten per cent of their
quotas after four weeks. These dis-
tricts are Minnesota, Kansas City,
the Dakotas, Seattle, the Carolinas,
Ala.-Fla., and Colorado. These dis-

Lip-Service

mrtM TtfoflM
Norman Thomas, leader of the

Socialist Party, is here shown read-
ing Karl Marx in order to steal
a few revolutionary phrases to Fool
the workers with. The Socialist
Party every day of the year be-
trays the scientific teachings of
Marx. The Daily Worker exposes
the “socialist” betrayals and leads
the workers on the path to free-
dom pointed out by Marx and Le-
nin. Support the Daily Worker!

tricts, as well as all the others, should
take immediate steps to boost their
totals within the next two weeks. In
order to do this, however, activity
must be intensified IMMEDIATELY.
Use every method for raising and
collecting funds that has been sug-
gested in the pages of the Daily
Worker since the drive began. And
rush all collections without delay to
the Daily Worker!

* * ?

** V *4
« 3
S 18 £

i at* 2
qj; .2 © y o

•2- v e 3 t 3
- SJ H 3T a.c*

1—Boston ? 52.45 $ *24.26 *IOOO 22.6
2X. Y. 366.39 4556.27 12000 3H.0
3Phlla. 14.61 267.26 2500 10.7
4Buffalo 31.30 125.56 500 25.1
ft—Pittsburgh _ 21.20 71.71 350 20.5
6 -Cleveland _

54.06 229.03 2000 11.5
7Detroit 25.61 262.24 2000 13.1
8—Chicago 105.00 495.19 4000 12.4
9Minn. 72.39 730 9.6

10—K. C 6.00 22.10 350 6.3
11—N.D.-S.D. _ 3.00 17.00 350 4.9
12— Seal tie 21.90 49.25 750 6.6
13—Cam. 9.50 108.H8 1000 10.8
U—N. J. 41.05 126.12 1000 12.6
15—Conn. 42.47 123.90 500 24.8
10—N.C.-B.C. __ 5.75 150 8.8
17— Ala.-Fla.

__ 2.50 6.33 150 4.2
18— Milwaukee _ 13.30 76.00 750 10.1
19— Colorado • 9.22 150 6.0
1.W.0. __ 160.06 768.80 8000 8.6
Canada 9.00

TOTAL *971.51 $7628.23 $38250 20.0

Lewis to Be in Milwaukee District
George Brink, Daily Worker rep-

resentative In District 18 (Milwaukee)

informs us that preparations are be-
ing made throughout the Milwaukee
district for L. Lewis's visit on behalf
of the Daily Worker. Lewis will speak
and confer with workers in Milwau-
kee, West Allis, Racine, Kenosha and
Madison. He will be in Milwaukee
on Thursday, Feb. 23. where he will
meet with the section Dally Worker
agents at 921 West Walnut St. at 2
p.m. Later in the evening, at 7:30,
Lewis will attend a conference of the
District Daily Worker Committee at
the same address.

Milwaukee, which ranks far down
in the Daily Worker drive, should
make use of these concentration days
to lay the organizational bases for
increased collections.

Thursday's donations lose slightly
above the nverage of the previous five
days, totalling $446.80. But this in-
crease for the day did not mark any
advance, since it was necessary to
bolster the inadequate returns of pre-
vious days.

Nine Districts rail to t on tribute
Chicago and New York, which con-

tributed S9B 54 and $98.07 respectively,
led all the districts in their day’s do-

I nations, follow;:.: ' ¦ ~

I Connecticut

($10.50). This is the first time the
New York District has been beaten
In the day’s contributions. All the
other districts fell below $lO. and only
the contribution of $155.06 from the

International Workers Order enabled
the donations to hit the mark that
they did. t

As usual, a number of districts
failed to send in a cent. These dis-
tricts were Buffalo, Detroit. Minne-
sota (nothing for five days!), Kansas
City, the Dakotas, California, North
and South Carolina, Milwaukee and
Colorado.

« » *

Total received Thursday $ 446.89
Previously received 7181.34

Total to date -—*7628.23
THURSDAY'S CONTRIBUTIONS:

DISTRICT I—Boston Total to date 174.71
J B Corbin 2.00 DISTRICT «

West End and Cleveland
N. End Units 24.00 E Whittenr 1.00

Rozbury Unit 1 3.90 Anonymous 2.00
I M Thomas 1.00

TOTAL $29.90 I Barsky 1.00
TM to date $226.56 Hay Wongf ..$0

DISTRICT 2 S Donner 1.00
New York H Dybes .80

It Miller 1.00 J Vanetti .25

House Comm., 876 M Camilio .10
Barrett St. 3.00 G Demrv .05

L Bose 1.00 J Sepisck .10
Bridge Plaza N Conti .35

Workers Club 20.00 M Weinstein .25
I Pulerman 1.00 A Febato .10

II Gerhardt 1.00 J Pete .10
Unit 7-B See. 1 10.00 C Costes .15

Mrs. McCormack 5.00 J Znersk! .10

I Reeve 1.00 I M Mitrega .10

M G 1.00 I S Koupviki .05

Dutchess Countg j p Pinter .10
Unit 12.05 A Arbick .05

S Nicosia 1.00 M Gagan .10
Miller .50 A Arak .05
Section 15 1.30 *"»»» .10
S Blackner 1.00 ! E Arnik .10
A Bookbinder .ftO Ja *y ,I5

; Harlem Prof. _ , ,

Youth Club 7.65 Total
in Bison, Worker. T>' to date *229.03
I- School .50 DISTRICT 8

F Ward, Film and Chicago

, Photo League 5.00 *¦ BUttmager 1.00
See. 1. Unit t-D 1.00 H Printer* 2.00
Collected by Unit 4-B ®*‘‘P Andriob .57

Section It Astrid Neison 1.55

Trackman .5* «"«»

P Rodriguez .10 ' !1*
,- B«le.or«*«h Ift S«Ct 8 Shoek

101 Brig.d.rs 30.50

CPU? 05 South Slav Workers
OMatte. JO I „

_ , ,r, ! Gluraac 3a.66

T 10 1 J"hn Bred Club 10.75
i V» i w**‘ Side Work-xr r* 101 «« Forum 11.44
r„n ,°t b„ Unit 9 i B Until 2.00Collected 9y Unit 9, s Kol(>men ,k7
. H.ndeimia 50 ' W »“lusk# •»
A Handelman *“| M Musa .50
k li'vlrkham 12! 1 Gregony .2d

. , Unemployed Conn-

Collected by Unit 9. j M
R WlUembeV 1 .25! F

\ fL;!?*™ ¦“
TOTAL $98.54

J Miller ¦ Ttl to date *493.79P Rodrigue/ .10 D,STRICT 1ZJ Montano .i>o Seattle
S Montano .25 CollrctM vy James
D Boono .05 Mclnern(,y Br_
A Worker .10 j L D 7.9(1

i Meyer .63
____

' s°!, . . „ • 0
0

5 Ttl to date $49.85
j Collected by Lmt 9, DISTRICT 14

i , „

s 'cU “” 6! New Jersey
J Beishman .*5 G chakln 1.00

j E Franeeneeks .25 p Barn ,s ~00
1 H *rBaJhe A Hochmuth 1.00

I ‘ 2? ,n?r. J? Trenton Section
’ K n Spavhettt Party 7.00
jI, Miliert --5 Joe Maneri .50
1 H OJol .25
j M Newman .25 TOTAL $10.50
S Silverstein .25 x„ t 0 dlte $126.47

I 'I Danzker .25 DISTRICT 15
.1 Morgan .85 Conn.

[ s Roderman .25 New Haven Jewish
L Kority .05 Working Women’s
A Cole .05 Council 1.00
Collected by Unit 1, New Haven Labor

Section 10: Lyceum 8.27
3 Hedlevany 1.00 j Friend 1.00
A Kulmatvzki 5.00 B Lasnits 8.00
M Harden .85 j Denlsak LOO

Waterbury Unit 6.33
TOTAL $98.07 J> Bokus,
Til to date $4553.72 Collection 1.68

DISTRICT S—Phila. Stamford Jewish
II Golden 1.00 Workers Women’s
F Obarkes .50 Council 5.00

TOTAL $1.50 TOTAL $26.22
Ttl to date $267.86 Ttl to date $123.90

DISTRICT 5 DISTRICT 17
Pittsburgh Ala. and Fla.

W A Smith 1.00 H V Haranls 2.09
Anonymous 1.90 - ¦—

Br. 55 APLA 8.10 Total to date $5.35
F Graso 1.00 I. w. 0., N. Y. City
New Brighton Ladies Br 132 *5.50

Social Club 2.00 I. w. 0., Chicago
Br. 181 11.00

i TOTAL *9.10

HARLEM VETS TAKE ACTION
NEW YORK.—The Workers’ Ex-

Servicemen’s League, Post No. 2, re- |
alizing that thousands of veterans in
Harlem are being refused relief be-
cause they are single, calls a general
membership meeting at its head-
quarters, 127 West 125 St., Sunday
at 3 p. m., to work out methods ot
forcing the carrying out ot Sections
117 and 119 of the Public Welfare

Law for relief to single veterans.
Members and non-members are cal-
led to spccia open air meeting near
there today at 2 p. m.

BIG REVOLUTIONARY VOTE IN
BELFAST

Tom Geehan, the leader of the Bel-
fast unemployed workers, who put
up such heroic resistance to the au-
thorities’ attacks recently that big
concessions were granted after a
strike of relief workers, polled a huge
vote In the Ulster capital’s munl-

I W O, N r City Br 59 $.16
Br 9K 6.00 Rirkr- 'ud, V».
Br 47 1.00 Br 82 3.00
Br 521 3.00 Jacksonville, Flu.
Br 74 12.00 Br 644 6.00
Br 133 10.00 Los Angeles, Culif.
Br 106 10.40 Br 165 2.00
Br 9 7.46 Revere, Mass.
Br 122 10.60 Br 29 8.05
Br 75 5.00 Newark, N. 3.
Br 112 5.00 Br 50, 5.00
Br 121 3.56 Plainfield, N. J.
Br 68 1.40 Br 84, 15.00
Br 31 3.00 Dallas, Tex.

I. W. O. Br 104 7.0(1
Baltimore, Md

Br 163 10.06 TOTAL *155.06
Chicago, 111 Ttl to date *775.85

Rent Strike Won,
Tenants Send $5
for ‘Daily’ Fund

NEW YORK.—Coming to the aid
of the Daily Worker, which was the
only paper that published news of
and supported their rent strike, the
tenants of 226 Barrett Street, Brook-
lyn, have sent the following letter to
the “Daily”:

“Dear Comrades: We, the tenants
of 226 Barrett Street appreciate the
interest you have taken in our be-

! half, publishing news of the daily
struggles of our victorious rent

strike. As a result of this strike we
gained a reduction of rent, recog-
nition of the house committee and
no evictions of unemployed tenants.

“We are therefore forwarding the
sum of $5, collected at the party held
in the house to celebrate the victo-
ry. Similar amounts have been col-
lected and will be distributed to the
Unemployed Council and the Frei-
heit.”

I The letter Is signed by the mem-
bers of the House Committee, Tobin,
Davis, Vogal, Wlllet and Levine,
chairman.

JOBLESSCOUNCIL
SECT HITS WAR
PLAN FOR YOUTH

NEW YORK, Feb. 17—“The action
of the U. S. Senate,” declares a
statement issued by I. Amter, Na-
tional Secretary of the Unemployed
Councils,” in appropriating $20,000,-
000 for., militarizing_.the homeless
youth, is most, significant, and shows

i the dangerous situation in which the
; workers are, particularly with respect

j to war.
j “When a proposal was made by
enator Cutting to make an approp- (

j riation for putting the homeless
| youth into military camps, this was
! rejected. The government is ‘econo-
mizing,’ and even for such semi-
militaristic purposes, the government
is spending no money. But when Se-
nator Couzens, the ‘progressive,’ made
an amedfent to the army appropria-
tion bill, it was adopted without dis-
cussion.

"The homeless youth, 88,000 "s!rong
to begin with, will be put into the
army. They must have been unem-
ployed for at least 6 months, and

i be from 15 to 21 years of age. The
I senator is beginning early with the

j boys of this country. 15 years of age
and already in the army!

“The purpose of militarizing these
I homeless youth Is to prepare them
! not only for the war that Is already
! raging, and Into which the U. S.
I imperialist government will soon
! plunge with full force. But there Is
| one other purpose: to use these boys
against the workers in the shops whe

| go out on strike and against the un-
; employed.

“The bill now comes before the U.
; S. House of Representatives and there :

j is grave danger that it will be rush- ]
ed through before March 4th.

! “The Unemployed Councils should i
immediately:

1. Adopt resolutions protesting a- !
gainst this bill as well as against the
whole war appropriations. Send these
resolutions to your congressman,
Washington. D. C.

2. Get all working class organi-
zations to adopt resolutions,

3. Arrange meetings and demon-
strations on this issue, getting In
touch with the Young Communist
League, which 1s conducting a Joint
struggle for the rights and Interests
of the homeless youth.

4. Mobilize the homeless youth for
struggle for relief inthetr localities.

5. Draw the homeless youth in the
March *th demonstrations.

“The situation is serious for the
youth of the country. The bosses wish
to make a fascist army out of them,

as Mussulini and Hitler have done.
It is up to us to prevent It.

BRUTAL ATTACK
ON 6,000 JOBLESS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)

Wall Street puts its new hunger
president, Roosevelt, in the white
house will witness demonstrations of
workers and farmers all over the
state.

* * •

Chicago Militant Advance.
CHICAGO, Feb. IT.—The indig-

nation of Chicago workers against
the attacks of the capitalist class
and politicians is expressing itself
in almost dally demonstrations and
struggles that are assuming more
and more of a mass character Involv-
ing considerable sections of the starv-
ing population. There is no doubt
that the starvation city government
is alarmed at the prospect of March
4th, inauguration day, which will
combine into one mighty demonstra-
tion all those who are active in the
local struggles.

Among the most militant fighters
are the single workers are w’ho in
revolt against the county commis-
sioners and the relief commission's
denial of relief to single workers, the
taking back of the four dollars work
relief and the forcing of these work-
ers back into the vile flop-houses.
There is also a host of new appli-
cants who are denied any relief at
all.

Fighting to Hold Home*.
Another big group being involved

| in the mass struggle against hunger
are the thousands of home owners
who are forced with the loss of their
life savings which is represented in
these homes.

All the unemployed are under at-
tack as Is indicated by the threats
of relief cuts sponsored by the Asso-
ciation of Commerce, the County
Commissioners and Joseph L. Moss of
the Public Welfare. These people are
held directly responsible for these
conditions.

The refusal of the relief stations
to deal with committees of workers
has caused the unemployed commit-
tees to turn much of their activities
to the county commissioners, bank-
ers, aldermen and those who are re-
sponsible for the policy of the relief
station management. It is to these
“higher-ups” that the committees
are making demands and complaints.

Many Local Demonstrations.
Yesterday a committee of unem-

ployed woke up Commissioner Kav-
anaugh of 312 So. Ashland and got
him out of bed to hear their griev-
ances.

On February 20th the Home Own-
j ers’ Committee of Unemployed Coun-

I ells is calling upon the home owners
1 threatened with loss of their homes

| to come to Judge Fischer’s court on
j the ninth floor of the county build-

i ing at 9:30 a.m. to protest against
the forced sales, foreclosures and
evictions they face. On the same
day workers who receive relief from
the Chase Park relief station are
called upon by the workers’ candi-
dates, Warren Lamson of the forty- j
sixth ward and Nicholas Blatter oi;
the forty-fifth ward to march upon i
the relief station and demand better
relief. On February 24 the single

workers will demonstrate at the of-
fice of Commissioner Charles H..
Weber at his home. Weber is the I
commissioner who demanded that all
single unemployed workers be finger- 1
prir* ’ and placed in camps under
police supervision. Other demon- 1
strations are being called by work-1
ers at various relief stations and at j
commissione -’ homes for February j
27th and 28th.

Prepare United Front Meet.
Preparations are going ahead for'

the United Front conference of Feb-
ruary 26th. All workers’ organiza-
tions of Cook county are requested
to send delegates to the conference
at 2040 West North Avenue at 10:00
a. m. on that date. The Unemployed

Councils of Cook county will propose
to the conference that the present
intolerable relief conditions be
crushed with a monster hunger
march to the loop.

* * *

Steel Workers Mass Meeting.
FARRELL, Pa., Feb. 17.—Eight

hundred unemployed steel workers
in a mass meeting at Masbury, Ohio,
at the Addison School Auditorium,
unanimously approved sending a
delegation of 200 unemployed to the
Trumbull county hunger march
which will take place March 3rd.
Frank Borlch was the main speaker
and deal with the plight of the
starving men, women and children
and the necessity of mass action to
force immediate relief.

WEINSTEIN CASE
TO JURY MONDAY

ALLJ COURT!
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)

pay,” said Brodsky, “so he picked out
the leader of the strike." Brodsky
pointed to the contradictions in Weis-
glass’ testimony. Weisglass had said
he was threatened by Weinstein and
he was not threatened, he was struck
by Weinstein and he was not struck,
he was not unconscious after being
struck and he was unconscious. If he
was unconscious then, Brodsky asked,
how could he see who the two men
were that ran around the corner after
they hit him? “When men are struggl-
ing for the right to live they are
engaged in something vital and im-
portant to them and it is no bridge
party,” said Brodsky to the jury.

Fake “Identification”
Referring to the frame-up method

of pointing Weinstein out to the
candy store owner, Mr. Rachels, to be

I “identified’ as the man Rachels saw
running away from the scene of the
attack, Brodsky said.

“If Weinstein was sitting in this
room, and Rachels walked through
without having seen, him before, he
might have picked Detective Solo-
mon.”

At one time Rachels had admitted,
"Well maybe I made a mistake.”
Brodsky said that Weinstein was cer-
tainly interested in getting the ad-
dress of Weisglass to expose him as
a scab before all the workers in his
neighborhood. The I. L. D. attorney

said: “He w’anted to demonstrate in
front of Wiesglass house to disgrace
him as a scab before all his neigh-
bors. Os course that’s not very pretty.
But is the struggle to live very
pretty?”

Nailing a Prejurer

A bought and paid-for witness,
John De Christerero, that District
Attorney Frank had put on the stand
in the morning, said that he, as the
barber's helper, had seen Weinstein
come into the barber shop not before j
7 a. m. as the defense stated but at
8:30 as the prosecution wished him
to state. Under Brodsky’s cross ex-
amination though he forgot when to
stop talking and said he also saw
Weinstein come into the shop several
times during the following two weeks.
At this time Weinstein was in jail.
Brodsky told the jury, “The district
attorney’s office is not yet taking
prisoners back to their old barber
shops to take a shave!”

$8 a Meek
Frank had tried to paint Harris, j

organizer of the Furniture Workers J
Industrial Union as a “stcharker,” or
strong arm man. "Strong arm guys
don't work for $8 a week —idealists
work for that,” said Brodsky. The

RUSSIAN ART SHOP
PEASANTS’ HANDICRAFTS

100 East 14th St., N. Y. C.
linitortw from I .M.H. <Kn»«in»

lea. Candy, Cigarettes Smocks, Toys
bb.iv. I*. Novelties. Woodcarviug,

Lacquered Work ,

i'hone ALfonqulo 4-0094

_

.House to House Collection in— ;

Newark and Vicinity
For W Benefit of Ihe Dally Worker!

Comrades will call ior boxes at
the following stations:

99 VAN BURF.N STREET

7 CHARLTON STREET

:(*5 SPRINGFIELD AVE

347 SPRINGFIELD AVE.

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

February lMth. and 19th

MIMEOGRAPH SUPPLIES
INK BTLNSILS

Paper, 80c Hearn Index Cards, 4ftc MN
Rebuilt Machines |ls up

UNION Bttf ARE MIMED SUPPI T
108 E. 14th St. Room 208 AL. 4-4763 \

Free Advice for Cutting StenMls
OPEN FROM » A.M. to 7 P.M.

Here’s Ho<w to Raise Funds
for the “Daily”;Rush Aid!

I. Arrange house parties, small and large affairs, and take up col-
lections.

2) Circulate your collection lists wherever you go. If you run out of
lists, wire the Daily Worker for more.

3) Canvass every section of your city or town or neighborhood for
funds.

4) Not a single meeting, lecture, debate or dance should take place
without having a comrade present to appeal for funds and to take
up a collection.

5) See that every workers' club, every cultural organization becomes
aware of the “Daily’s” critical state and raises funds.

6) Arrange competitions between clubs, groups, sections and districts;
Irt the challenges fly, and back them up with actual work!

7) Send reports of every challenge, every affair, collection, etc., to the
Daily Worker (Drive Editor). They will surely appear in the paper.

Hi MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL! We must get out of our own circles!
Visit meetings of A. F. of L. locals, fraternal organizations of all
Mods. Visit young people’s clubs, etc. Utilize to the fullest extent

cry single contact that you have
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Fight Against Hunger and
the Revolutionary Way Out!

(Continued from Page Four)

remains the strong sectarian tendencies in the work of the Party. This
Sectarianism is still strongly expressed in all phases of the Party’s work.
It is the breeding ground of right opportunist lack of faith in the masses,
of lagging behind and avoidance of the tasks of leadership of the mass
Struggles. At the same time, it feeds leftist deviations which cover their
opportunist content by revolutionary phrases. The struggle against sec-
tarianism is a precondition for successfully concentrating the Party on
the problems of organizing and leading the masses in struggle for their
immediate needs; for challenging and defeating the influence of social
fascism among the masses on the basis of concrete every day issues; for

establishing the hegemony of the revolutionary workers over the rising
struggles of non-proletarian oppressed masses, and cementing a firm
alliance with them; for deeping the bolshevization of the Party, the
grounding of the daily work of the membership in a constantly firmer
understanding of the teachings of Marx, Lenin and Stalin; for
developing and broadening firm bolshevik cadres steeled in the actual
struggles, and developing bold bolshevik initiative in all sections of the
Party.

The struggle for the everyday economic and political needs of the
workers is more than ever the central point for the development of all

mass work. The resistance to wage cuts, mass dismissals, the stagger

system, and worsening of conditions of labor must be based upon syste-
matic and skillful penetration of the shops with Party nuclei, commit-
tees of action, and trade union groups. The struggle for unemployment
relief, against evictions, against high rents, for unemployment insurance,
must be firmly grounded in the organization of a constantly growing
network of neighborhood house and block committees, committees, of
action and unemployed councils. The united struggle of employed and
unemployed must be developed on the basis of these daily issues in the
direction of a broad united movement for unemployment insurance, for a
minimum wage and shorter hours, to include a general strike movement

of the employed with especially the part time workers for the joint
demands. The building of the revolutionary trade union movement based

upon the work in the factories must give a firm mass foundation to the
red unions, simultaneously with most energetic and determined building
of the revolutionary oppositions in all reformist unions.

The struggle for workers’ rights and against political reaction must

be more systematically developed on a constantly broadening mass basis.

The broadest masses will be involved in such struggles w'hen they arise
out of the struggle for the immediate economic needs (Chicago, Cleve-
land, Birmingham). Without neglecting the fullest utilization of all
formal legal rights, this struggle must be more and more based upon

mass mobilization for the direct exercise of these rights in practice,
especially the rights of assemblage, strike, etc. Resistance to the grow-

ing police oppression must more and more subordinate the purely legal
aspects of defense to the necessity of supporting actions of the masses.
The menace of growing fascist and gangster organizations directed against

the workers must be met with a systematic development of workers’

defense corps.

The struggle against imperialist war must be concretely and intima-
tely bound up with the struggle for the daily economic and political
needs of the workers, thereby defeating the social fascist and pacifist
demagogy. The energetic agitation for the Leninist slogans of “Defeat

oi*r own imperialism” and “transformation of imperialist war into civil
war” must be carried on upon the basis of the concrete events of the
day in direct relation to resistance to the capitalist offensive at home
and the struggle against starvation. The defense of the Soviet Union

must be more concretely brought to the masses on the basis of the widest
popularization of the achievements of socialist construction, which show
to the American workers the road to the revolutionary solution of the

crisis in the United States. New organizational forms and methods must
be found for the crystallization of the existing widespread mood of resis-
tance to imperialist war among workers, farmers, students, intellectuals,
and other middle class elements.

The struggle for equal rights for the Negroes and self-determination
for the Black Belt must be concretized in mass struggles for specific
demands and around specific issues. The cases of the Scottsboro boys,
Os Angelo Herndon in Atlanta, of the Atlanta Six, etc., must become
a vehicle for a broad mass movement of white and Negro which simul-
taneously develops the local struggle in every locality against jim-crow-
ism, segregation and all forms of discrimination. The trade unions and
unemployed councils must really become the chief instruments of struggle
for the daily needs of the Negroes, cementing in practice the unity of
white and Negro and laying a firm foundation for the liquidation of the
influence of white chauvinist ideology. The rising struggle of the Negro
share croppers in the Black Belt already requires major emphasis on
the South in our Negro work, the political and organizational strength-
ening of Southern forces (with major attention to developing native
Southern cadres) and the earliest possible re-establishment ©f the
Southern Worker.

The struggle of the impoverished farmers against dispossession and
mortgage sales, for governmental relief, against the monopolist price
“scissors,” must be given increased political and organizational guidance
by every District of the Party. Special forces must be trained in the
industrial cities to establish close connections with the impoverished
farmers in the surrounding territories. Mutual supporting actions of
farmers and workers must be organized on every possible occasion.

The coming municipal and state elections must be systematically
utilized by the Party for raising all local struggles to a higher political
level. The Party must mobilize the broadest possible participation of
workers and exploited masses in these elections around its program of
Struggle for immediate needs. Not a single local election must be allowed
to pass without organized Communist participation. In the penetration
of new territories and especially in the hundreds of small industrial towns,
the Party must not hesitate to put forward on its ticket outstanding non-
Party militant fighters; and wherever necessary to obtain the broadest
mass participation and to isolate the reformist leaders, to participate in
the elections in the form of workers’ tickets within which the Communist
Party participates under its own name.

New forms of revolutionary parliamentary action must be systemati-
cally develop by sending elected workers’ delegations into all public hea-
rings organized by governmental and semi-governmental bodies in con-
nection with any question affecting the life of the masses.

The improvement of the Daily Worker as a mass paper and the
extension of its circulation must become a task of the entire Party
involving also large numbers of non-Party workers. The directives or the
14th Plenum for a rapid change and improvement in the contents of
the Daily Worker, which have only partly been carried out, must be ap-
plied with all seriousness and persistence.

THH various mass organizations (workers’ clubs, language organizations,
cultural, literary and dramatic societies, workers’ choruses, etc.) to meet

the special needs of the most various groups of workers must be syste-
matically encouraged and given the widest freedom and initiative within
their special fields, at the same time, drawing them closer to support
of and participation in the general class struggles. Old habits that still
persist in some sections of mechanical guardianship and direction over
such organizations must be drastically eliminated. The same holds good
for such general mass organizations as the International Labor Defense,
Workers International Relief, Friends of the Soviet Union, League of
Struggle for Negro Rights, etc. Each of these organizations must have
its own independent life, of they are to function effectively as broad
lon-Party organizations. Especially must active non-Party workers be
drawn into leading positions in all these organizations. The narrow con-
ception of such mass organizations as “auxiliaries” of the Communist
Party must be thoroughly eliminated. The participation of Communists
in such organizations must be made the means not of narrowing them
down to a Party basis, but on the contrary, of broadening them out to
include tens and hundreds of thousands of workers on the basis of
their interest and participation in the special activities of the particular
organization, without obligating them in any way to the Communist
Party except in agreement to Communist participation in the general
work.

The P 'y is faced with enormously increased responsibilities In this
period of the end of capitalist stabilization, at the moment of transition
to a new round of wars and revolutions. It can only meet these respon
slbilitles and utilize the increasingly favorable conditions, if it seriously
carries through the essential change in its work required for the carry-
ing out of its chief Immediate tasks. “This task is to overcome the
isolation of the Party from the decisive masses of the American prole-
tariat, to come before the masses as their vanguard in the struggle
against the offensive of the bourgeoisie and against the imperialist
war. and to firmly root itself in the decisive industries by means of solid
•wrsonal contacts with the worker*,”

Women Who
Work in the
United States
Reviewed by MAUDE WHITE

WAGES as low as $1.65 for two
weeks work, paid to women

workers in Pennsylvania; 16 cents
for 18 hours’ work in Connecticut;
2 cents a day for girls in New York
State; women working hours at a
time for nothing at all on the
bosses’ pretense they are “in train-
ing.”

And while thousands of women
are working overtime or putting
in a long night shift, jobless wo-
men are sleeping out on the city
dumps, called Hoovervilles for the
starvation president. Girls are
driven to sell their bodies for a
meal. At least 3,000,000 women are
out of work—looking for jobs and
cannot find them. Thousands, un-
able to obtain relief, are feeding
themselves from the garbage pails.

• • •

SUCH facts as these are revealed
in the pamphlet. Women Who

Work, by Grace Hutchins, in the
special edition now ready for In-
ternational Women’s Day. Workers
will find it easy to read. It is a
mine of information on every as-
pect of industrial work affecting
girls and women. A special section
on the war industries describes
briefly the role women will be ex-
pected to play in the next imper-
ialist war which is going on now in
China and South America.

NEGRO WOMEN
WORKERS

In the section on Negro women
it is pointed out that the 2,000,000
Negro women at work are especial-
ly oppressed. “They are exploited
by the capitalist class more than
any other group of workers. They

do the dirtiest jobs at the lowest
pay and are bargained off against
white women workers in the gen-
eral drive for the reduction of
wages. A greater proportion of Ne-
gro mothers must go out to work
for a living, even while the child-

ren are still babies, because the
husband’s earnings are so small
that they cannot possibly support
the family

. . . Wa?es of Negro

women are practically always
lower then the of white wo-
men.” A Negro stockyard worker
is quoted as saying;

*I don’t talk much, because
when I get thinking about the
oppression of my race, I only want
to fight. We’re not only fighting

for bread. We’re fighting for so-
cial equality for all.”

• • •

IN the special edition for Inter-
national Women’s Day, March

8, a page is devoted to an expla-
nation of the day and Its signific-
ance. Workers and organizers will
find this pamphlet can be used
by the thousand in their work of
organizing women workers, and
should order copies (at 5 cents a
copy, discounts of 25 per cent to
35 per cent when ordered by the
hundred) from Workers’ Library
Publishers, Box 148, Station D,
New York City.

Letters from Our
Readers

SUGGESTS EXPOSE OF
THE FEDERATION BANK

New York, N. Y.
Editor of Daily Worker:—
Dear Sir:

Iread your news item relative to
the Amalgamated Bank with in-
terest apd a great deal of satis-
faction.

But while you are at it defend-
ing the rights of those exploited
clerks, why not tackle that Tam-
many Hall ruled institute known
as The Federation Bank & Trust
Co., of which Mr. William Green,
president of the American Federa-
tion of Labor is a prominent Dir-
ector and closes his eyes to the
fact, that all the clerks, I am one,
are none-unlon.

We belonged to the Bookkeepers,
Stenographers and Accountants’
"Union,” before this much adver-
tized so-called labor bank collapsed.
But since we have been re-opened
with a Tammany Hall lawyer as
the president, and a Mr. Shana-
han as the whip over the office
staff, conditions have become un-
bearable and we have no union.

Salaries are abominably low,
hours long and tedious. No justice
or fair play given us workers. No
overtime, no extras and this insti-
tute has the backing of organized
labor.

Here is another chance for the
Office Workers Union to get busy
and organize us.

Sorfy I dare not sign my name,
I would be immediately discharged
and blacklisted in every bank. —Q.

READER WANTS STILL
MORE SELF-CRITICISM

New York, N. Y.
Editor of Dally Worker:—
Dear Comrade:

Why doesn’t the “Daily” use
more Bolshevik self-criticism in its
articles. This seems to be forgotten.

All articles seem to deal with suc-
cessful demonstrations and mobili-
zations. I have never seen a head-
line reading “Picket line around X
shop fails to materialize,” or dur-
ing this summer when the Y. C. L.
and Party in the Bronx were mo-

bilized for picket duty at Bronxdale
pool only a rew showed up, why
wasn’t there a headline reading:
"Communists fail to show their
solidarity with Negro young work-
ers.” For the above the “Daily”
should have written the facts, the
reason for failure of a successful
mobilization and the correct meth-
od to be carried out in making suc-
cessful demonstrations. Why not
have a few articles on the front
page criticizing severely and sharp-
ly until it cuts to the bone, attack-
ing some speakers who do not show
up to meetings on time?

Comradely, —B.F.

Daily^SWorkcr
C*«Awl Party US A

“HERE, MY SON, A NICE SOFT BED OF BAYONET** FOR YOU TO LIE INI’ By Burch

•••I* • • «

International Notes
By ROBERT HAMILTON

JUSTICE IN BRITAIN.

"Neither defendant is charged be-
fore me with any offence, nor is it
necessary to prove that they have
been guilty of any offence. I have
merely got to say whether or not
there has been proved a condition
of things which makes it reasonably
probable that the defendants in this
case may be guilty of conduct which
is calculated to provoke a breach
of the peace and will in all probabi-
lity do so.”

This was the statement of the
magistrate (Sir Chartres Blron) in
sentencing Tom Mann, 76-year old
British Communist leader, and Em-
rhys Llewellyn, leader of the unem-
ployed movement, to prison under
the provisions of a 700-year old law
dating from the reign of Edward 111.

“Reasonably probable... may be
guilty... calculated to provoke
will in all probability do so.” The
mere fact of leadership in the Com-
munist movement is now sufficient
to throw workers into jail on the
suspicion that they may—at some
future time—"disturb the peace.”

England has gone a long way on
the road to Czarist Russian “justice.”

* • •

SPLENDID TRADE UNION WORK
IN GERMANY.

The revolutionary opposition won
a brilliant victory in the Wittenberg
local of the German Municipal
Workers’ Union. In this historic
town, birthplace of the Reformation
begun by Martin Luther, the Com-
munists elected the entire slate of
union officers.

The whole executive committee
of the Duisburg local of the Carpen-
ters’ Union is now Communist.

After successful conclusion of the
strike in the Neumann Textile Mills
in Rummelsburg, 52 new members
joined the Red Trade Union Op-
position.

The Opposition elected a majority
of the executive committee of the
Reichenbach local of the Metal
Workers’ Union.

These are but a few instances of
hundreds of revolutionary successes
in the union work in Germany.

• • »

204 STRIKES IN GERMANY IN
DECEMBER 1932.

Strikes can be waged and won even
in a depression, as is shown by the
statistical summary of labor disputes
for December 1932 in Germany.
Strikes were declared In 204 fac-
tories, 62 of which were wholly suc-
cessful, 9 ended with a partial vic-
tory, while only 15 were lost. Os
the remainder 114 are still on with
the outcome unknown, and 4 were
short protest strikes. This shows
that strikes won were more
than four times the number lost.
STRIKES CAN BE WAGED AND
WON IN A CRISIS!

« « *

GERMAN SOCIALISTS VOTE FOR
MONARCHIST.

City elections were recently held
in many Central German cities. In
the ensuing election of city council
officers such as president and viee-
president the Socialists (who had
a majority together with the Com-
munists in many cities, with the
Communists the larger group of the
two) made a pact with the Steel
Helmet and Nationalist councllmen,
voting for their candidates rather
than having Communist town offi-
cials. This was done in Marseburg,

Hohenmoelsen, Teuchem, and Bit-
terfeld.

How b-avely the Socialists are
fighting the reaction and Fascism in
Germany!

• ? •

COMMUNIST VICTORY IN BIG
SHIPYARD.

The Communists won a striking
victory in the shop council elections
just held in the biggest shipyard in
Hamburg. Blohm and Voss, the
builders of the Majestic and the new
liner Europa. The unity slate polled
995 votes, gaining 7 delegates, the
reformists got 775 votes and 5 dele-
gates, while the combined Steel Hel-
met and Nazi slate polled 164 votes
and seated only one delegate. Two
years ago, in 1931, the reformists
topped the poll with 9 delegates to
8 for the red opposition. Today the
Communists have a clear majority
In the shop council.

* - •

THE UNITED FRONT OF THE
GERMAN SOCIALISTS.

Hitler is Chancellor of Germany
—the German Socialist Party cries
to high heaven for a "united front
of all working class parties to com-
bat Hitler.” Os couise, their kind

of united front, with the rank and
file of Socialist workers cut out and
the rich Socialist leaders carrying
out all negotiations!

But the hypocrisy of this demand
is illuminated by the action of the
Socialist Chief of Police in Leipzig,
Fleissner. Without giving any reason
for the decree, he has ordered the
suppression “of all open-air demons-
trations, especially parades already
organized or to be organized by the
Leipzig organization of the German
Communist Party until further no-
tice.” The demonstrations of all
other parties, including the Fascists,
remain untouched.'

This on the very day that Hitler
took o'fice, is a flagrant example of
how insincere the Socialists are in
their fake struggle against the Hit-
ler -Hugenberg regime. The only
party that is fighting a real battle I
against the Fascists, the Communist
Party, is the only party suppressed
by a Socialist Chief of Police! So-
cialist workers of America take
notice!

? * *

SOVIET PROLETARIAT FOR THE
GERMAN WORKING CLASS

TelegTapilen-Union, cpita 1 i s t
"arman news agency, reports that
in several factories in the Soviet
Union, including Moscow and Le-
ningrad, meetings were held to dis-
cuss the nolice murder of nine work-
ers in Dresden, resolutions were
adopted pledging unswerving solid-
arity with the German working class
and its leader, the Communist Party
of Germany, and protesting against
the Dresden bath of blood.

This byway of answer to the
renegades who claim that the Soviet
Union’s proletariat is no longer in-
terested in the revolutionary move-
ment in capitalist countries.

* * •

HALLE, Germany, Jan. 23 (by
mail).—Heinze, Communist alder-
man, was elected President of the
Board of Aldermen of the town of
Muecheln at the recent, meeting of
the Board. All the other officers
elected are also Communists.

• • •

More of the same! The Socialist
Chief of Police of Hamburg,. Schoen-
felder, prohibited the Communist
Party demonstration against the
Hitler-Papen dictatorship planned
for February Ist. This is the we” the
Socialist leaders are fighting Hitler!
The few Socialist government offi-
cials not yet thrown out by Papen
are licking the government's boots
to keep their jobs. Socialists again
in the role of reaction's lackeys

• • •

NAZIS
The Berlin “Vorwaerts” Is very

much annoyed at the unconcealed
admission of a German Steel Helmet
leader that the organization of “vol-
untary labor service” involves a uni-
ted front from the socialists to the
Hitlerites including all the bourgeois
parties.

The Socialist organ claims that
their collaboration with the Nazis
“is solely of a technical nature.” It
complains that the Steel Helmet
leader’s speech tends to "impede un-
derstanding cooperation with the of-
ficials of the Voluntary Labor Ser-
vice.”

Voluntary Labor Service is not vol-
untary! It is the entering wedge ol
compulsory labor, of slave service j
for the German unemployed. That
does not hinder the Scciaiirt leaflerr
from endeavoring to mobilize their
followers behind this scab organiza-
tion.

* * *

HAMMER AND SICKLE FLYING
OVER GERMAN TOWN

HALLE, Jan. 24.—The town council
of Oldisleben. a small town near
Heldrungen, elected two members ot
the Communist Party as chairman
and vice-chairman of the Council. ’
Almost all the committee posts are
also held by Communists. A num-
ber of motions were adop :d by the
council to the effect that:

1.—The police is excluded from i
sessions of the town council.

2. A red flag with hammer and
sickle is to fly from the town hall. I

3. Steps are to be taken to en-
sure the supply of wood and bread
and reduction in the water tax for
unemployed on public relief.

4.—The council immediately de-
mands of the state government that
the slaughtering ta:; be abolished.

* * *

BREAK-LP OF HITLERITE STORM
TROOPS

The inner demoralization of Hit-
ler's storm troop detachments on the
very eve ol Hitler's accession to the

ON THE WORK OF THE
“YOUNG PIONEERS ”

Philadelphia, Pa.
Editor of Daily Worker,
Dear Comrade:—

At a recent meeting of the Young

Pioneers of America, I noticed the
following mistakes that can easily
be corrected:

1.—Agenda too complicated for
children.

2.—lnefficient troop leader.
What do I mean by a "too com-

plicated agenda.” First it seems
to me that few of us realize that
children are children and not
merely adults in miniature. If this
were true there would be no need of
a special children’s organization.

When we hold long meetings,
speaking on war, unemployment,
etc., the children will do as they
did at this meeting, become rest-
less and disorderly. I do not say
that we shouldn’t teach our chil-
dren these things; of course not,
that is what our organization is
for, but I do say that we should
use a little child psychology and
make all pioneer meetings as in-
teresting as possible.

Comradely,
—G. W. G., Jr.

MOLDER WANTS HELP TO
ORGANIZE THx.EE SHOPS

DECATUR, 111.—The Wagoner Mal-
leable Iron Co. has dished out another
er five per cent wage reduction. I
am a molder by trade and used to
work in this same foundry in 1930
and made from S3O to $35 a week.
Now the molder on the same work
only makes about $lB a week if he
works every day, but he only works
three to four heats a week, which
is only ljito 2 days. This makes
almost a 70 per cent decrease in
wages in the last two years.

This is an unorganized shop. I
would like to hear from some molder
organizer to give a-lift here and see
if w'e can organize these shops as j
there are two more here, the De-
catur Malleable and the Mullar Foun-
tain Fixture Co., for I sure would like |
to see an organization here.—R.

Editor's Note:—This worker, who is
ready to organize the workers in i
these three shops should get in touch
with the Trade Union Unity Council, \
209 W Randolph St., Chicago, to 1
which the Steel and Metal Workers 1
Industrial Union is affiliated. The
national address of the latter is at
611 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. These
organizations will give him advice on
how to conduct the work.

But the work itself should not wait
for help from outside. This worker
correspondent should try, by cautious
development of contacts inside these
shops, to organize small groups of
three or four workers who trust each
other and arc walling to organize with
a view to developing a struggle on
immediate grievances inside the shop.
The demands should be worked out
by these workers themselves, with the
advice of the Union.

Chancellorship is indicated by a
Nuernberg dispatch to the Halle
“Klassenkampf” of January 24th:

“The disintegration of the storm
troops in Franconia i Lower Bavaria >

is continuing unchecked. The first
meeting of the expelled storm troop-
ers took place on Sunday, at which
it was disclosed that four-fifths oil
the Nuernberg troops had left the
Hitlerite party.”

• * w

SOCIALISTS IN AIK DEFENSE
BOARD

The “Luftschutz-Verband” is a
militarist German organization for
the Increase of Germany's air ar-
maments. That is nothing new
every capitalist country has its Navy
Leagues and the like.

But the significant thing about this
war-mongering concent is the fact
that its executive committee corn-
prists— alongside former Defense
Minister Gassier, Dr. Koettgen. chair-
man of the Siemens trust, General
von Stuelpnagel and other like wor-
thies-these prominent Socialists:
Uradnauer i former cabinet minister>,
Heimerich (Mayor of Mannheim i,
and Luedekum (former cabinet min-
ister).

This is another Indication of just
bow much the pacifism of Social
Democrats is worth. Judge Thomas,

Hillquit and their international So-
cialists not by their pretty speeches,
but by their deeds

SUBSCRIPTION BATES:

By Mail everywhere: One year, 16: six months, 83.50 ; 3 months, 33: 1 month, 753*
•xeeptinr Borough of Manhattan and Bronx, New York City. Foreign and

Canada: One year, $9; 6 months, $5; $ months, 93.

ESCAPE from the

GALLOWS
FELIX KOHN -

The appointment of the “ser-
geant” was no less important than
the appointment of the “captain.”
While the “captain” had to deal
only with the prison officials, the
“sergeant” had to handle the "pri-
vates” under his command, deal
with the prison guards and the
soldiers on duty. It was his duty
to see that all the formalities were
observed. In this respect the role
of the captain was much easier, as
he had to deal with the prison
Warden, whose rank was lower
than his, whereas the men In the
convoy who came to take the pris-
oners away' rank no higher than

the guards and sentinels. Further-
more, the "captain” would not have
anything to do with the prisoners,
but the convoy would, and they
would have to treat them in the
same way as they would be treated
by real guards. All this the "ser-
geant” had to see to.

Both “Anna” and I knew a man
suited for this job. It was Comrade
"Marcel.”

He was a cool-headed, staunch,
steady, resourceful man, a class-
conscious revolutionary Marxist
who had proved his level-headed-
ness many a time in moments of
danger. He was quite suitable for
this responsible part so fraught
with danger to himself and the
others.

• • •

SUMMONED by us, he listened
without interruption to all we

had to say, then made some per-
tinent enquiries about everything
that did not seem to him quite
clear in our plan. Then, without
any further preamble, he assented
with a simple “All right."

The very same day, we discussed
with him whom to select as con-
voy men, sent for them and ar-
ranged everything. The attitude of
the workers was typically proleta-
rian.

“There’s rescue work to be done.
All right, of course you can depend
on me.”

Only "Baldy,” ever bubbling over
with enthusiasm, declared before
he left:

"One thing is understood, how-
ever, comrades. After we kidnap
them, I, in going with them inside

over the city.
Both on our way and in “Anna’a”

flat, we checked in detail what
had already been done, and what
still remained to be done, and
worked out in detail the order in
which the kidnapping of the pris-
oners was to be performed.

Our passport bureau was already
working on the document that was
to give the full names of all priso-
ners, and was to bear the signature
of the Chief of Police. We were to
get it the next day. The only thing
that held it up was the file number
and the date of dispatch, which
had to be written with the samo
ink and in the same handwriting
as the signature of the Chief of
Police The enquiry about the out-
going file numbers had already
been made at the prison and no
delay was expected on this score.
The document was to be delivered
by “Von Budberg,” while Iwas to
call up the warden, as already
mentioned. Upon receipt of such
an order from the Chief himself,
the warden would hardly think of
verifying its authenticity, as the
telephone message was to inform
him that a written order was to be
handed to him personally by a gen-
darme captain.

All this was finally settled.
The uniforms and the arms were

ordered and were to be delivered
the following day to the same flat
from which our detachment of
“policemen” were to march to the
prison.

POLICEMEN FOR CONVOY
We preferred to have policemen

instead of soldiers for the convoy
for the following reasons. Police-
men were not expected to show
real military snap and a police
uniform was much easier to make.
We knew of several cases where
prisoners sentenced to death were
conveyed by policemen from the
prison to the Citadel, because the
gendarmes were overworked trying
to rope in more human material
for the gallows. The fact that our
men would find it easier to im-
personate policemen than gen-
darmes also influenced our decision.

The question of suitable quart-
ers was also another hard nut to
crack. The attention of all the in-
habitants, not only of the adjacent
flats, but of the entire district
would certainly be drawn to any

“I witnessed a drill parade that no doubt was unique.”

the van, want to be the first to tell
them that we are setting them
free.”

Everybody laughed at his boy-
ishness. but his proposal received
the approval of the rest.

* * *

WE rushed the preparations day
and night. We almost became

obsessed with it as the plan prog-
ressed.

I communicated with our mili-
tary 'organization, which immedi-
ately sent an officer-instructor, who
was to train the captain and the
future convoy men in the shortest
time. They were to be taught
everything necessary in the milita-
ry line, and this instructor was to
go over the uniforms carefully and
attend to all the small details in
connection with their duty. Wc
knew of many cases of failure that
could be attributed to a minor ir-
regularity in the uniform, and
therefore we used every precaution
to be on the safe side.

I gave the instructor a pass to
a flat where ail his pupils were to
meet. The same evening I w-ent
there to see whether everything
was in order and how everything
was getting witnessed a drill
parade that no’ doubt was unique.

DRILL PARADE
The instructor and all the men

assigned for instruction had all
taken their shoes off—some of
them were even barefoot—so as not
to make a noise as they executed
right-turn and left-turn, marched
in single file, fell In line, formed
squads, etc. Deep silence reigned
in the dimly lit room, broken only
now and then by half-whispered
words of command.

My appearance interrupted the
drill for several minutes. The in-
structor was so carried awaj' by
his role, that he commanded: "At-
tention!” when apprised of my
presence.

But lie immediately came back
to earth end amidst the general
laughter of the men, corrected him-
self :

"No, nol Stand at ease!’’
"Anna,” too. was Impatient to

learn how they were getting on,
and she called In. The officer re-
assured us:

"They are picking it up wonder-
fully. I am perfectly amazed.”

So this phase of the matter
seemed to be all right.

» V c

WE went away. I took "Anna’s”
arm, and we directed our steps

io her flat, looking in no way dif-
ferent from scores of loving couples
that we met on our way home. We
aroused no suspicion among the
soldiers, police and gendarme de-
tachments which were scattered all

flat from w'hicli ten policemen in
charge of a gendarme would sally
forth. Notwithstanding the frequen-
cy of searches and arrests then
being made in every quarter of the
town, they still created a certain
sensation on the spot, which would
have been extremely dangerous
both both lor ourselves and for
our cause. For even if the authori-
ties should take care to conceal
from the population of Warsaw
the disappearance of ten prisoners
sentenced to death, it would be im-
possible to hush up tile exploit
for any length of time; and as soon
as the news of their having been
kidnapped by revolutionaries po-
sing as policemen has become
known, it would be an easy matter
to put two and two together and
to connect these affairs with the
ten policemen previously seen leav-
ing this flat. By tracking down
this flat, the secret police would
be given a clue sufficiently strong
to permit them to replace the res-
cued ten by ten other comrades
who would be offered up to the
insatiable Moloch—police and mil-
itary terrorism.

* » *

THEREFORE the quest.on of the
* fiat now began to loom big.
though wc never thought of it In
the beginning: the success of this
most hazardous undertaking large-
ly depended upon its correct solu-
tion.

We succeeded m solving tills dif-
ficult problem, thanks to the very
eiLR-ures of public safety adopted
by the police in connection With
the prevailing martial law. These
measures unexpectedly came to our
rescue. The authorities ordered 111
houses with exits leading to two
different streets to close one and
allow only one gate io be used day
or night.

“Wc must gel a flat in one of
those houses with two exits,” was
"Anna’s” prompt suggestion.

1 did not Immediately catch on
to what she had in her mind.

“We will lei them out through
tlv- gate that Is suuposed to remain
locked. We can have a key made
to-morrow from a wux Impression
that wc can fake ri lit, away.”

She knew of : uch a flat on the
first floor sumewivr- on Jerusa-
lem Street. Tim entrance was clous
by the gat?.

"And whr about Y>s house-own-
ers?”

“They arc on our side, quite re-
liable people. I will attend to it
early tomorrow morning, and I will
bring a locksmith with me.”

(IO BE CONTINUED)
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